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FROM T HE EDITOR |  DARRYL SELAND

THE COS MOS  AND THE RUBIKʼS  CUBE.

Multidimensionality

Multidimensionality. I know, it sounds like a made-up word. One of those words with too many syllables. A big
word designed to impress when a shorter, simpler word would su�ice. A word like that is actually called a
sesquipedalian. Go figure.

Multidimensionality has a specific definition, but like many other words, the definition shi�s, or is tweaked,
depending on the subject being spoken of and its context. My most recent brush with the word, or its concept,
was a bit of an accident.

I must be watching too many documentaries because the content-streaming algorithms are suggesting I view
even more documentaries. During the 30-second previews that play when youʼre on these streaming platforms
—and at a moment when I wasnʼt really paying attention—I heard a voice say:

“In any finite region of space, like the observable universe that we now inhabit, there's a finite amount of
energy, which is carried by a finite number of particles. And those finite number of particles can only be
arranged in finitely many distinct patterns. Because there are only finitely many distinct ways that the particles
can be arranged, if space does go on infinitely far, the particle pattern has to ultimately repeat. And that would
mean there'd be copies of us out there.”

Wait. What?

The voice was that of theoretical physicist Brian Greene, well-known for his books geared toward the general
public, from the 30-second preview for the documentary “A Trip to Infinity.” Greene s̓ voice is followed by a
number of other top scientists reiterating, “There'd be copies of us.”

“I was the kid who would take the
[Rubik’s] cube apart and put it back

together solved.”

Iʼd heard of multi-dimension theory before, but perhaps it was that, in just a brief 30-second encounter, it
began to make sense. Iʼve since begun to consider it like a Rubik s̓ Cube, or even like languages.

The English language has 26 letters. These letters are the building blocks, allowing for the building and
recognizing of words, sentences and phrases. The agreement and recognition of the patterns of words and
phrases is key to our ability to write and speak to others and understand those that are writing and speaking to
us.

I might have chosen the Rubik s̓ Cube example, but I was the kid who would take the cube apart and put it back
together solved rather than taking the time and energy to solve it on my own. Even more depressing was when
10-year-olds around the world started solving the Rubik s̓ Cube in a matter of seconds.

But I digress. Outside of physics perhaps, multidimensional is something with many di�erent parts or aspects
or it may describe something that is intricate or complex. Relationships can be described as multidimensional.
We may not think much about the relationship between two roommates, but if those roommates also are
husband and wife, the relationship is multidimensional. The way we teach our children is said to be a
multidimensional approach as to include the importance of cognitive, emotional, and social components of
successful learning.

The entire quality industry is no stranger to complexity or multidimensionality. In addition to dealing with the
intricacies of measuring and testing components in the manufacturing environment, as Duke Okes writes,
"Quality is not a single field, but in fact the integration of knowledge from many fields of science, technology
and management. This can be seen by looking at some of the quality gurus and their more well-known
contributions.”

So read Duke s̓ column, “The Multidimensionality of Quality” and everything else we have to o�er in this
month s̓ Quality.

Enjoy and thanks for reading!

Opening Background Image Source: James P. Hohner Jr.

Darryl Seland is the editorial director of Quality magazine. CONT ACT  DARRYL
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For all of the latest breaking news,
visit www.qualitymag.com

On October 7th, 2022, DMG MORI
Manufacturing USA Inc. (DMM)
celebrated the 10-year anniversary since
its grand opening in Davis, California.
This location is home to some of the
latest automation technology, as well as
Horizontal Machining Center (HMC)
excellence.

DMG MORI Celebrates 10-Year Anniversary

Since 2012, over 3,100 machines have been manufactured and sent to customers all over the United States,
Canada, and South America; this includes NHX series, the ALX series, and the CMX V series.

 While the amount of growth in technology present at the factory has been significant, there has also been
development with building the skillset of the local workforce in the community.  In fact, the amount of
expatriates working at DMM decreased by 70% from 2012 to 2022. Anthony Serra, Executive Vice President of
DMM, stated, “When the factory opened in 2012, a great deal of employee s̓ were expatriates from Japan with
specific skillsets. However, we have since expanded and trained the workforce here at DMM. We now have a
large amount of local skilled employees from our own community.”

In addition, DMM has become one of the most automated facilities in America that manufacture machine tools
and has been monumental in educating U.S. customers about the benefits of investing in automation.
Automation solutions has been an imperative focus of the factory and has helped customers save time and
become more competitive. Customers can experience the Linear Pallet Pool systems (LPP) and Round Pallet
system (RPS) which are both produced and manufactured in Davis, CA. Executive Vice President of DMM John
McDonald stated that, “Automation has been a key element of digital production at the Davis Factory. The
Linear Pallet Pool system that is manufactured here in Davis can be equipped with multi-level pallet racks to
accommodate a higher level of automation. A substantial amount of customers are astonished by the level of
convenience this technology can provide while they are engaging in other tasks.”

Though advanced technology has been a major factor in the evolution of the factory, President Marlow
Knabach attributes much success to employees that have contributed their knowledge and hard work to
further progress DMM. He stated, “It is only with the e�ort of our employees at DMG MORI Manufacturing, USA
Inc. that we have made pivotal strides to become an industry leader with a strong presence in the local
communities.”

It is important for DMM to contribute to organizations and initiatives in the local community. To cultivate and
encourage Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education, DMM hosted various events
for local organizations such as Boy Scouts, Citrus Circuits Robot Team, Explorit Science Center and several
other organizations. In fact, the 10-year anniversary was attended by several important figures in the
community such as the Mayor of the city of Davis Lucas Frerichs, Councilmember Gloria Partida,
Councilmember Dan Carson, City Manager Mike Webb, Senior Planner Eric Lee, Police Chief Darren Pytel,
Director of Community Engagement Jenny Ten, and Communication Manager Barbara Archer. Mayor Frierichs,
the keynote speaker of the ceremony, acknowledged the strong presence that DMG MORI holds in the city and
spoke about how proud he was to have been present at the grand opening back in 2012.

DMM has also made it a top priority to deliver sustainability in e�orts to contribute to a healthier environment.
This includes approaching 100% carbon neutral production and the installation of a 2,000-kilowatt solar panel
system on the roof of the factory currently in progress to significantly reduce energy consumption.

For more information, visit www.dmgmori.com.

Evident Montreal Office Dedicated to NDT
Software Solutions Development
To advance its nondestructive testing (NDT) so�ware innovation, Evident
Corporation announced the opening of an o�ice in Montreal, Canada that will
house a new team of so�ware design experts.

Evident Corporation is a new wholly owned subsidiary of Olympus Corporation,
comprised of its former Scientific Solutions business. A global company with 25
sales and service o�ices, Evident has over 4500 employees worldwide. In the
provincial capital of Quebec City, Evident already maintains a busy site with
more than 400 employees, who develop and manufacture its leading-edge NDT
technology. Opening a location in Montreal enables Evident to leverage the
large pool of burgeoning so�ware and web development talent in the city.

“The main mission of the Montreal team is to engineer several modules to
accelerate the development of our new unified and open so�ware platform for
nondestructive testing applications, working in close collaboration with our
teams in Quebec City and Boston, MA. This is an ambitious and forward-
thinking project that will strengthen our position as a technological leader in
the NDT industry,” says project leader Patrick Huot, Evident s̓ Executive
Director of R&D for NDT products.

Located in the Nordelec building at 1751 Richardson Street, Evident s̓ Montreal
employees enjoy a 223 square-meter (2400 square-foot) o�ice space near the
vibrant Gri�intown district at the edge of the Pointe-Saint-Charles
neighborhood, two blocks from the Lachine Canal bike trail. The o�ice is
currently sta�ed with ten so�ware and web developers.

“We are absolutely thrilled with our success in attracting talented people to
our Montreal team and have already exceeded our initial recruitment goal. We
can see that designers in Montreal are interested in our advanced
technologies, the many technical challenges we face and our mission to make
global infrastructure safer. We have opened several more positions, and I
expect our great team in Montreal to grow rapidly and contribute significantly
to the development of our products and solutions,” says Huot.

For more information, visit www.EvidentScientific.com.

Langlois Joins Phillips Precision
Daniel Langlois has joined Phillips Precision s̓ team in an all-new position of
General Manager. Dan will manage and enhance day-to-day company
operations of machine shop services and collaborate with owners on the
increased worldwide exposure of product lines… Inspection Arsenal® and
Laser Arsenal® the quick-swap, modular fixture systems. Phillips Precision, Inc.
is a full-service manufacturing facility that not only provides machining
services for any number of industries, it also serves as a manufacturing
laboratory for the products division through which it sells unique and
a�ordable work holding products and designs and builds complex custom
fixtures.

According to the company, Dan is an innovative problem-solver who seeks
reduction at source solutions, as an alternative to end-of-pipe remediation. He
is an insightful, “out-of-the-box” thinker able to e�ectively meld
environmental responsibility with bottom line cost savings. His superior time
management skills and proven ability to execute successful initiatives and
direct multiple projects simultaneously demonstrates his commitment to
manufacturing excellence.

Dan has more than three decades of experience working in all aspects of
manufacturing. Dan s̓ core competencies include manufacturing operations,
engineering, supply chain management, all aspects of quality assurance,
working with Department of Defense contractors, aerospace, medical and
power generation markets. Dan is extremely well versed in a wide range of
manufacturing methods and best practices where he is able to identify and
assist in determining the best solution for their specific applications.

For more information, visit www.phillips-precision.com.

Williams Starts New Chapter at Exact
Metrology
Exact Metrology has hired Bruce Williams at its Brookfield, WI, location to help
customers with their metrology applications.

His educational background includes attending Milwaukee Area Technical
College and Phoenix University (Brookfield, Wisconsin). Williamsʼ first job was
in 1974 at J.P. Pattern Inc. (Butler, Wisconsin).   For eleven years, he had several
roles in the company including patternmaking journeyman, sales and
supervisor.  In 1985, Williams started working at Premold Corporation
(Oconomowoc, Wisconsin), working sales and as a general manager.  From
1985 to 2021, he was the founder/president of Accurate Pattern Inc. (Butler,
Wisconsin). They specialize in wood, metal and plastic patterns. Although
Williams decided to retire in 2021, he works as a manufacturing adjunct
instructor at Waukesha County Technical College (Pewaukee, Wisconsin).

Once he decided to “retire,” Williams reached out to Greg Groth, Exact
Metrology applications engineer and Dean Solberg, vice president of
metrology, both of whom he has had long business relationships with.  He
commented that “I have always admired Dean and Greg in their technical
expertise and the culture they promote.”  He is excited to work as an Exact
Metrology trainer, specializing in 3D Systems Design X reverse engineering
so�ware.

Exact Metrology o�ers training options on all hardware and so�ware options
related to digitizing, reverse engineering, measurement and metrology. In his
role, Williams will lead the recently implemented educational initiative for the
company.  This will involve working with schools of all types as well as multiple
trade associations to help educate the current and future workforces on the
application of advanced metrology, especially robots and cobots, CT
technology and advanced laser scanning in the quality area at all types of
companies across America.  The educational initiative means that, “The
training is specific to each customer with small in-person classes. The
instructors are experts in the field and use practical examples including the
customer s̓ own parts and data.”

Describing the experience, Williams commented, “This is a great place to share
my years of pattern/tooling experience in combination with the latest
technologies in metrology and modeling. It is satisfying to see customers and
colleagues succeed as we help each other.”

In the future, he plans to keep learning and growing with others through his
teaching, work at Exact Metrology and industry involvement.

For more information, visit www.exactmetrology.com.

SVT Robotics Welcomes Boroditsky to Board of
Directors
SVT Robotics announced the addition of technology executive Marc Boroditsky
as the latest member of the company's board of directors.

Marc joins the SVT Robotics board having most recently served as Chief
Revenue O�icer at Twilio Inc., a customer engagement platform that drives
real-time, personalized experiences for today s̓ leading brands, where he
played a leading role in bringing the company to its successful IPO and $3B in
annual revenue. Prior to Twilio, Marc held the title of vice president, Identity
Management at Oracle following its acquisition of his startup, Passlogix, in
2011.

“I have had the pleasure and privilege to work with some truly talented
colleagues at great companies throughout my career, and I am very pleased to
join the SVT Robotics board,” said Marc Boroditsky. “SVT is solving a problem
that has been an obstacle for many organizations seeking to rapidly integrate
automation in their supply chains, and it s̓ similar to telecom integration we
drove at Twilio. I am pleased to become part of the SVT team and o�er
guidance to further accelerate the growth of their technology.”

“Marc is a heavy hitter in the technology industry, having experienced the full
breadth of entrepreneurship from founding to acquisition,” said A.K. Schultz,
founder and CEO of SVT Robotics. “We're incredibly excited to welcome him to
the board, as we see many strategic parallels between his prior roles and the
robotics integration space. The demand for seamless warehouse automation is
increasing every day, and SVT will benefit from Marc's counsel as we continue
to advance our SOFTBOT® Platform.”

For more information, visit www.svtrobotics.com.

Starrett Appoints Director of Operations and
Continuous Improvement
The L.S. Starrett Company has recently appointed Matthew Wells as Director of
Operations and Continuous Improvement. In this new position based at
Starrett headquarters in Athol, MA, Wells is responsible for Production,
Planning, Production Control and Purchasing, Inventory Management,
Warehouse and Shipping, Quality, Manufacturing Engineering, Facility, EHS,
Maintenance and Continuous Improvement. Wells reports directly to Emerson
Leme, vice president, Starrett Industrial Products, North America.

“We are very pleased to have Matt join the Starrett team,” said Leme. “He brings
to Starrett a broad range of manufacturing and production expertise that will
be vital for the company s̓ operations.”

Wells, a Western Massachusetts native, has over 25 years of manufacturing
experience in the U.S. and Canada, including extensive experience with Toyota
Production Systems, Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma during his tenure at a
Toyota motor manufacturing company and The Schae�ler Bearing Group,
among other manufacturing enterprises. He has a bachelor s̓ degree in
Mechanical Engineering and a Master of Business Administration, both
obtained at Western New England University. He currently resides with his
family in Central Massachusetts.

For more information, visit https://www.starrett.com/.
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FACE OF QUALIT Y |  JIM L. SMITH

SHOULD QUALITY PROFESSIONALS ALSO FOCUS ON THE SOFT SKILLS?

Essential Skills

Recently I had a discussion with a quality manager concerning the focus of quality and what skills are
important to success. It centered on the degree of focus which should be placed on the quality tools versus
people and teams.

Over the course of my career, Iʼve had a chance to talk with many quality professionals, and this topic o�en
surfaces at some point.   

Being in the quality profession for many years, I cut my teeth on the technical aspects of solving quality
problems, but over time Iʼve spent a good portion of my time on teams and the so� skills. Because of this, many
ʻpureʼ quality professionals have remarked I spent too much time on “the people side” of quality.

Although Iʼve spent a good portion of my career devoted to the quality tools, some say I should have spent all
my e�orts teaching people to use the tools more e�ectively.  To the purely academic quality professional, this
should be the focus of the quality professional.  

There are plenty of opinions to go around on this topic, and all of them have some degree of legitimacy.  With a
career spanning more than five decades, I came to believe that too much emphasis on one approach fails to
achieve total success.

In today s̓ environment, so� skills in the workplace matter
significantly.  Not only should quality professionals have
technical competence, but they must also be able to
communicate e�ectively and get along with others. Those
intangible qualities that focus on behavior, personal traits,
and cognitive capabilities may be more important now than
ever.

“There are countless situations
where highly skilled quality
professionals generate an
analysis that is technically
precise but mostly ignored.”

Quality managers who promote team-based problem solving are considered a valuable commodity and given a
“seat at the table.” Those who show too strong a focus on the technical aspect are o�en looked on as less
valuable.  Most executive leaders donʼt like being told they have problems and arguably 85-94% of the time the
root cause of a problem points back to the system, of which they own.

Definitely quality tools and techniques are important. Without them quality professionals would mostly be
ine�ective, nor could we deliver the results that senior leaders depend upon to make e�ective decisions.
However, many experts proclaim the importance of being more rigid with the application of the technical tools
which takes time, e�ort, and resources.  This can serve as a ʻturn o�ʼ to leaders.

Iʼve had success applying quality tools in ways to allow people with limited experience to use the tools
e�ectively. While some ʻpureʼ quality professionals criticized the approach, the approach got results. But I am
not demeaning technical capabilities nor the long history of developing cutting-edge toolsets.

What happens o�en in the quality world is that quality professionals become too focused on the technical
aspects. There are countless situations where highly skilled and superbly trained quality professionals
generate a detailed analysis that is technically precise and mathematical sophisticated, but mostly ignored
because the laymen cannot comprehend nor accept the results!

It doesnʼt make any di�erence how well someone knows and can use statistical analysis; if  you cannot work
with people to help make e�ective decisions, or influence them to choose the best course of action, you are
deluding yourself that you are doing a good job.  

As quality professionals, we must become more influential, and more acclimated to learning how people
think. We need to become more e�ective at communicating information, clarifying the results, and leading
change. The data or other quality information are but artifacts and elements of decision-based management.
One way to become better at communicating is through gaining more knowledge of the so�er skills. It is only
when we can use data to e�ectively influence others that we fully achieve potential as quality professionals.

Certainly, there is a need to have technical quality professionals who love to play with numbers and crunch
statistics.  I played that role in the early part of my quality career. I found, however, that it was much more
fruitful to have a ʻseat at the tableʼ to influence quality decisions on a broader scale as a quality management
professional.

Quality professionals owe it to themselves and their organizations to be equally adept at the technical skills as
well as the so� skills; however, the truth is that so� skills alone wonʼt get you everywhere you may want to go,
but they will continue to be nonnegotiable for organizations.

In a study, 92% of hiring managers said so� skills were equally important as technical skills. Additionally, nearly
90% said when a person isnʼt successful, it s̓ o�en because they lack the so� skills to be e�ective.

The data indicates it s̓ critical to continuously build upon our so� and hard (technical) skills as both are
essential skills for everyone, including the quality professional.  This approach of “lifelong learning” will
ensure that the possibilities for personal and professional growth are limitless.

Opening Background Image Source: mypokcik/iStock/ Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Jim L. Smith has more than 45 years of industry experience in operations,
engineering, research & development and quality management.
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SPEAKING OF QUALIT Y  |   DUKE OKES  

QUALITY OFFERS ENDLESS OPPORTUNITIES TO LEARN AND
CONTRIBUTE TO THE SUCCESS OF THE ORGANIZATION AND ITS
EMPLOYEES, CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLIERS.

The Multidimensionality of Quality

Iʼve sometimes wondered whether people outside the qualify profession see it as a potentially negative,
narrow focus on just trying to find things wrong. Meanwhile, those who have made it a profession are more
likely to see it as one with endless opportunities to learn and contribute to the success of the organization and
its employees, customers and suppliers.

Perhaps this di�erence is because quality is not a single field, but in fact the integration of knowledge from
many fields of science, technology and management. This can be seen by looking at some of the quality gurus
and their more well-known contributions:

This variety of knowledge is evidenced by technical communities that members of ASQ have available to share
ideas, examples that include measurement, statistics, audit, lean, reliability, quality management and
innovation. These members can also join industry-specific divisions such as automotive, aerospace & defense,
chemical and process industries, design & construction, medical devices and others.

At its foundation, quality is about managing organizational processes that will meet stakeholder needs and
expectations. This requires designing processes for product design, supplier management and operations
management, which rely on inspection, audits and performance metrics that enable monitoring performance
at multiple levels. Risk-based thinking and/or risk management are applied throughout.

Dr. Joseph Juran – Quality Trilogy (Plan, Control and Improve)

Dr. W. Edwards Deming – Seven deadly diseases, 14 points for management, system of profound
knowledge (system, variation, knowledge, psychology)

Philip Crosby – Zero defects, quality is free

Dr. Armand Feigenbaum – Total quality control, cost of quality

Dr. Kauro Ishikawa – QC circles, cause & e�ect diagram

Dr. Shewhart – Statistical process control, Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle

This is complicated by the fact that each customer or player
who encounters the product during its life cycle may have
di�erent definitions of quality. For some, compliance is a
primary emphasis, while for others it may be features,
performance, aesthetics, etc., depending on the type of
product, its uses and the reasons for purchase.

“For some, compliance is a
primary emphasis, while for
others it may be features,
performance, aesthetics, etc.”

This multidimensionality then allows each quality professional to find a niche that suits their level of interest
in technology and/or management roles, enabling them to have satisfying work that will yield a more
productive environment. Along the way they can take advantage of ASQ s̓ certification opportunities (which
number seventeen di�erent options as of this writing) such as technician, engineer, manager, auditor or Six
Sigma.

Evolution of industry will require adaptation of known quality principles and technologies to new products
such as EVs in the auto industry and cell therapy in pharma. Quality 4.0 will also provide opportunities for
growth such as the use of sensors and machine learning to enable more timely prediction of and/or response
to machine problems, and AI may help quality professionals focus more on opportunities versus problems.
Technology will help improve many aspects of quality management, just as virtual audits have allowed
auditors to leverage client cloud-based eQMS systems as well as improve productivity by reducing the time and
cost of travel.

For those professionals who like working with standards there are always potential opportunities related to
new management system or technical standards issued by the International Organization for Standardization
and other standards bodies. Some that might be more relevant now are: ISO 27001 for information security
management (which the risks created by today s̓ highly digitally interconnected world makes very important);
ISO 50001 for energy management (which should be of interest to those concerned about their organization s̓
potential impact on sustainability); and ISO 22301 for business continuity management (the need for which
the pandemic made apparent). Work is also being done on standards for the circular economy, another way to
improve environmental sustainability.

Whether one has an interest in working with instrumentation, information or people, and as either an
individual contributor or a leader, the quality profession has a multitude of opportunities, and evolution of
those roles into others. Many of the positions also o�er opportunities to move into other roles outside quality,
such as operations management (which allows a more direct impact on manufacturing quality) or internal GRC
auditor (which provides a higher-level view of risk and governance).

Like many other support functions, quality personnel not only manage several critical processes such as
calibration and corrective action, but they play a technology transfer role that imbeds quality philosophies and
methods into core functions such as supplier management, production management, and customer feedback.
Whether one wants to be a technologist, facilitator or leader, the opportunities for contribution and growth
are immense.

Opening Background Image Source: mypokcik/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Duke Okes has been a member of ASQ since 1978, and has served in leadership roles with his local section in
Tennessee as well as the Quality Management Division. He is an ASQ Fellow and holds several certifications.
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QUALIT Y 101

RAM IS A VOLUMETRIC APPROACH AND EVALUATES THE WHOLE PART, BOTH FOR
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL STRUCTURAL FLAWS, METALLURGICAL DEVIATIONS,
AND CONSISTENCY. By Greg Weaver

The Resonance Acoustic Method (RAM) is a long-standing nondestructive test (NDT) that measures the
structural responses of a part. These responses are a set of unique and measurable natural frequency
(resonance) data. This data is known as the fingerprint of the component, derived from a part s̓ unique
material properties and geometry. RAM is an NDT technique that collects and measures all the structural
characteristics of a part in a single and rapid test.

RAM is a volumetric approach and evaluates the whole part, both for internal and external structural flaws,
metallurgical deviations, and consistency. Governed by ASTM E2001, the method is also known as resonant
ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS). The results are objective and quantitative and provide either: 1) test results of
parts against a control set of known parts to screen for processing di�erences and/or defects, 2) measuring a
population s̓ statistical variation and assessing individual part positions in relation to said variation, or 3) to
verify a part s̓ actual natural frequencies to compare to or validate a 3D model or digital twin.

Test data is collected using a mechanical impulse, typically a tap or a part drop. This impulse excites all the
part s̓ natural resonant frequencies. Natural resonances are captured with a sensor, usually a broad range
focused microphone or an accelerometer. The sensor collects the data, and relays it into a data acquisition
so�ware program. The so�ware program then processes the data using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
algorithm which provides the individual resonance spectrum output. Testing, analysis, and evaluations are
then performed from the acquired data.

Material property di�erences, geometry variation, and defects adversely a�ect the structural characteristics of
a part. Typical items detected with RAM are cracks, chips, porosity, processing issues, variations in density,
hardness, stress, grain structure di�erences, and machining and heat treatment errors. Traditional NDT
techniques may detect flaws as well, but o�en only RAM can detect ALL of these in a single test, throughout
the entire part (including deep sub-surface defects), in an automated and objective fashion.

A key factor with resonance testing is the possible need for process compensation. Process compensation is
the measurement and analysis of the resonance frequency patterns to accommodate for known process
variations that directly correlate to resonance responses. Variations in mass and temperature are known
process variations that require compensation. Various statistical tools identify combinations of resonance
patterns influenced by process variations. The RAM testing process uses this data in a compensation solution.

To convey a good understanding of RAM, we describe the three main ways RAM is applied in industry. Starting
first with the most used application, testing parts against a control set of known parts to screen for processing
di�erences and/or defects.

The testing of parts against a control set of known parts compares the collected resonance frequency
spectrum of the part(s) under test, to the frequency spectrum of the stored resonances, known as a reference
set of parts. Objects that are alike will have comparable resonant frequency spectra. Objects that are not alike
will have a shi� in frequency(s) when compared to the reference data. The reference data should always
include known normal and acceptable variation to ensure no false positive results. Di�erences that fall
outside acceptable criteria are an indication of a structural change e.g., defects in parts/or material properties.
Frequency di�erences are driven by any structural change, RAM is used to inspect external, internal, and
metallurgical structural flaws or deviations.

Mobile Resonance Inspection of Turbine Disk Assembly. Source: Weaver NDT 

This comparison type testing uses the following process flow:

Production part testing can begin once the above flow is complete.

Testing times are fast, usually one or two seconds. Part placement and movement are the limiting factors on
faster cycle times.

The second RAM application in industry is measuring a population s̓ statistical variation and assessing
individual parts positions in relation to said variation.

Identify repeatable and consistent resonant peaks based on evaluating the reference parts

If needed, apply Process Compensation

Select a subset (normally three to five) of resonant peaks that have adequate good/bad part
separation within the spectrum of peaks

Adjust the selected peak ranges to ensure testing reliability and to finalize the testing “criteria”

Test production parts against the developed criteria to evaluate the quality of the parts under test

Z-Score Analysis of Resonance Data Results. Source: Weaver NDT 

RAM captures the raw frequency responses and during a statistical evaluation all, or a subset of the frequency
responses, can be used. The most common statistical evaluation for this type of data is standard deviation Z-
score for normal populations or median absolute deviation (MAD) Z-score for when the population data has
skewness or if it has under thirty samples.

Z Score = (Frequency - Column Average)/Column Standard Deviation

MAD Z Score = (Frequency - Column Median)/Column Median Absolute Deviation

Both calculations are a measure of a component s̓ location within a given population.

This data can be particularly useful to understand the consistency of the product. This sets inspection limits
without the need for known rejectable parts and provides a part s̓ location and its position in relation to the
population.

The final RAM application is the inspection to verify a part s̓ actual natural frequencies to compare to or
validate a 3D model or “digital twin.”

All modern components use a 3D model or digital twin to either create the part tooling for casting, forging,
stamping, injecting, machining, or other manufacturing processes. The “twin” is a virtual representation of a
physical object for design and parameter building. These predict a product s̓ natural resonance frequencies
and provide a means to evaluate the actual resonances collected by RAM.

For conventionally manufactured parts, modelled predicted frequencies have historically determined testing
parameters for RAM in a multitude of industries. In more recent years, additive manufacturing has been
utilizing the digital twin to set similar testing criteria.

In summary, RAM is a widely implemented and trusted method. It allows for process variations by adding
compensation if appropriate. RAM is also extremely fast and most importantly, has a long, proven history of
providing industry with accurate and e�icient structural integrity inspections.

Opening Image: Fully Automated Resonance Testing System. Source: The Modal Shop

Greg Weaver is the founder/president at Weaver NDT and an ASNT & NAS-410 LEVEL III RT, PT & UT.  For more
information, call (505) 340-5680, email GWeaver@WeaverNDT.com or visit WeaverNDT.com.
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MEASUREMENT

Surface finish a�ects how a part will fit, wear, accept coatings, and more. With the advent of new processes
and materials, as well as a more advanced understanding of coating, bonding, lubrication, and friction,
surfaces serve an increasingly technical function, and structure becomes an essential characteristic to ensure
specified performance and longevity.

For quality purposes, these engineered surfaces must meet specific requirements known as surface finish
parameters, so the ability to precisely measure finish is crucial. As surface finish measurement increasingly
moves to the point of manufacture, adding automation to the process helps maximize productivity and
increases quality and machining e�iciency.

For surface finish measurement tools to be used in a fully automated measuring process, the equipment must
be able to transmit and receive data and controls remotely—including instructions to start a measurement,
change surface finish parameters for di�erent parts, set up verification, and more. New surface finish
measurement systems are designed to create more intelligent quality control operations in the production
line, including advanced technologies such as integrated wireless to collect data faster and more reliably. It is
also possible to build interfaces into a surface finish gage using standard I/O interfaces and protocols so they
can communicate with other automated systems in the production line, such as robots and machine tools. A
common way to accomplish this in the automation industry is to use a field bus interface.

Additionally, there are fully automated surface finish systems that provide a measuring sequence without
operator intervention, ideal for situations when numerous features must be measured with precision and
maximum flexibility is required. This type of measuring station enables the operator to move the machine
around the part or the part around the machine – providing simplified access to all features needed to obtain
the complete range of surface finish data required – quickly, reliably, and accurately. Meanwhile, the operator
can focus on other tasks while the fully automated system measures the part independently.

Automation In Action: Surface Finish Measurement Application Examples
Electric Cars: Surface finish measurement is challenging due to very tight tolerances in electric vehicle
manufacturing. For example, with no traditional engine noise to hide the sounds of the
transmission/powertrain, the gear surfaces of electric vehicles must be smoother, and surface finish plays a
considerable role in that. A typical handheld roughness system may not have appropriate specifications to
measure it. There are also hard-to-reach areas that a handheld system cannot easily access.

We are working with several large multinational automotive manufacturers to automate the surface finish
measurement of gear teeth. The manufacturers typically scan a 2D data matrix code that tells the automated
surface finish measurement system “what type” of part it identifies. Then, the machine can move around the
part and measure numerous gear teeth for surface finish without operator intervention.

Fuel Systems: Measuring roughness in hard-to-reach places is also challenging for many manufacturers.
Narrow openings prevent the entry of many surface finish gages inside bores, tubes, cylinders, and other tight
spaces. And yet, these surface finish measurements are o�en crucial, especially on parts where roughness
a�ects performance.

Tight surface finish tolerance is o�en required for a part to perform its function. For example, surface finish
provides a crucial sealant to prevent leaks in fuel injectors. A fully automated surface measurement process
enables accurate and repeatable positioning to measure surface finish in even the most di�icult-to-reach
areas.

Semiconductor Manufacturing:  Circuit boards and silicon wafers may feature a vast array of microlenses for
fiber optics that include unique surface finishes that must be measured. The surface of the microlens plays a
vital role in high-speed information processing, so precise measurement is critical; but the surface to be
measured is tiny, with many parts. Several large semiconductor manufacturers are using automated surface
finish measurement to make this possible.

Medical Implants:  Products such as orthopedic implants contain a wide variety of materials with significantly
di�erent surface properties, and they must be defect-free. For example, surfaces where osseointegration is
critical require extremely rough and complex features that bones can grow into and adhere to. On the other
hand, a dynamic surface like a femoral head must be remarkably smooth and perfect. These parts usually need
to be measured in multiple areas, and an automated surface measurement system will rotate the parts to hit
them all.

Aluminum Cans: We are also working with
several producers of precision grinding
equipment for aluminum beverage cans,
automating surface finish measurement to
maximize e�iciency and reduce waste. The
cans start as aluminum disks and are drawn
through a forming dye to create the
ultimate shape of the can.

The dyes can only make so many thousands
of cans before they must be reground and
polished. Automated surface finish
measurement enables manufacturers to
refurbish the dyes as o�en as necessary to
maximize resources and help control costs.

Bene�ts Of Surface Finish
Measurement Automation
Automation has numerous benefits for
surface finish measurement, including:

Fully automatic measurement including multiple part fixtures and
automatic probe arm changer.

Increased Speed and Reduced Complexity: Automated surface finish measurement tools can enable
an incredibly high volume of parts to be very quickly processed, regardless of shape, size, or the type
of material that needs to be checked.

Operator Productivity: Automated surface finish measurements allow an operator to make more
e�icient use of time without having to perform ongoing, tedious, or repetitive movements by hand.

Error Reduction: Performing manual surface finish measurement tasks can be incredibly
monotonous, increasing the chance for human error. Automating the process removes this risk.

Adding automation enables surface finish measurements to be much faster and more reliable in a production
environment, enhancing the quality control process and, ultimately, the finished products.  

Making the Right Measurement: Automated surface measurement processes help ensure the right
areas are being measured in hard-to-reach locations and reliable data is generated from the
measurements.

Opening Background Image Source: jkitan/E+ via Getty Images.

Remaining Images Source: Mahr

Pat Nugent, vice president of product management, and Nick Russo, product manager, Mahr. For more
information, call (401) 784-3392, email Marketing.pvd@mahr.com or visit www.mahr.com.
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T EST  & INSPECT ION

LETʼS DISCUSS THE MOST COMMON STYLI USED TODAY. By Linda Goodwin-Marino

Styli: Point of Contact

First, a little definitive explanation and then “Anatomy 101” (Fig1). Then more about how we use these critical
“chips” in dimensional measurement equipment. Luckily, they are still readily available and not bringing
production to a screeching halt for nearly everything from vehicles to washing machines. Try to buy anything
lately?

sty·lus | \ ˈstī-ləs \
plural styli\ˈstī(-ə)-ˌlī \ also styluses\ˈstī-lə-səz \

Definition of stylus
: an instrument for writing, marking, or incising: such as
a: an instrument used by the ancients in writing on clay or waxed tablets
b: a hard-pointed pen-shaped instrument for marking on stencils used in a reproducing machine
c(1): NEEDLE sense 3c
(2): a cutting tool used to produce an original record groove during disc recording
d: a pen-shaped pointing device used for entering data (such as positional information from a graphics tablet)
into a computer.

Courtesy of Merriam-Webster Dictionary – Thanks, Merriam! I personally like definition #c(1), whatever that
“Needle Sense” means but seriously, none of them fit the bill for describing the tiny spherical, cylindrical
synthetic probe tip with ruby, diamond, silicon, ceramic, carbide, stainless steel materials used in contact
measurement for high accuracy inspection. These little devils do almost all the work when attached to a
probing system and it couldnʼt do the work without them.

Over the years, evolution has brought us noncontact systems that really like to say they donʼt need styli, but
they need some type of point of reference or calibration sphere, unless of course it s̓ one of those camera
thingy systems that just know what they are doing with little to no human intervention – “the robot,” but even
they need a little guidance. But let s̓ discuss the most common styli used today.

Figure 1. Stylus Anatomy 101. Source: Paul W Marino Gages Inc.  

The basics and I am going to plagiarize myself from an article written eons ago (2003 OMG!) when interviewed
by Larry Adams for Quality:

“Side Bar: Most CMM manufacturers have relied on an assortment of materials over the years and designed their
products to work within the community to test the best possible. The criteria have always relied on accuracy,
weight restrictions and durability.

All CMM probing systems have a sensing device of one design or another, and nearly all have used the sphere for
contact. The synthetic ruby, or Al2O3 monocrystalline, has proved to be the best suited material for hardness,
form deviation and surface finish, becoming the standard. This material has been formed and reshaped into
many configurations including cylinders and discs for application specific usage. The metallics, such as tungsten
carbide, stainless steel, and titanium have proved to be useful in the choice of contact materials, but the wear
factor has always driven manufacturers back to the synthetics. Ceramics, polycrystalline and carbon fiber have
proved to be the choice for controlling the weight factor.

The search for new materials that can do all of the above better, faster and cheaper is on.

The new kid on the block, silicon nitride, has some testing to do before it becomes a standard. It has a place in the
contact issues when measuring surface materials of the alumina group, but for now it is still a cost issue for most.

The newest technology has been in the selection of lightweight materials for extensions and styli sha�s. For years
it has been accepted that the threaded mounts and shank sections should be a combination of stainless steel or
tungsten carbide. This is true in the small ball probes, and in many diameters it is the only possibility. The larger
requirements can now use specialty aluminum composites and alloys that reduce weight and improve rigidity for
minimal, if any, deflection.

In summary, the probe stylus is the key component in the successful utilization of the CMM. The ease of availability
and lowered costs during the past 20 years for this material has made it the top choice for CMM manufacturers
worldwide. There are other methods including the non-contact devices, but none have endured the consistent
reliability of the little ruby ball. —By Linda Marino, Paul W. Marino Gages Inc.”

Figure 2. Source: Paul W Marino Gages Inc.  

Things change. Enter the “diamond coated styli.” (Fig. 2) Why? “They can be used to measure extremely hard,
very rough, abrasive, and sharp surfaces tactilely by scanning. Compared to ruby or silicon nitride, our
nanocrystalline balls achieve the highest lifetime and thus the lowest wear,” according to my anonymous
German manufacturer. “The standard portfolio of diamond coated balls currently includes the ball diameter
0.3mm up to 8mm diameter and the roundness is <150nm (grade 5). Reasoning: Why? Low to no material
adhesion, nearly zero wear, long life, fewer calibrations. Why not? Cost and just not necessary. Again, the
consistent reliability of the “little ruby ball” still reigns as top choice for most applications.

Figure 6. Source: Paul W Marino Gages Inc.  

Figure 4. Source: Paul W Marino Gages Inc.  

Now let s̓ consider those applications for a minute. Truly a myriad of manufacturers have created measuring
equipment that needs a “contact point” for their probes. We all have a pretty good idea of how they work now,
right? Then here comes the special applications where the bore, blind hole, tight squeeze, or unreachable
point of measurement requires components, or a combination of components, such as angle-, L-, star-, and
disc probes, to get the job done (Fig. 6). Extensions, knuckle adapters (Fig.4), and so on are now available in all
of the common threads for mounting to the probe. The most common has been M2 and M5. The portable arm
community has created their own designs but still encompassing the sphere for contact and qualification. (Fig.
5)

Figure 5. Source: Paul W Marino Gages Inc.  

Figure 3. Source: Paul W Marino Gages Inc.  

Some manufacturers have electronic adapter plates (Fig. 3) and from the plate down are a configuration of
extensions made of lightweight materials like carbon fiber, tungsten carbide or aircra� quality 7000 series
aluminum. The use of stainless steel is still a popular choice for specific applications, and due to cost and
availability. Keeping close eye on the overall length (OAL) can be critical depending on the probing system
parameters and guidelines: too long and too heavy create probe errors. Sometimes it s̓ a trial-and-error
situation based on the part and di�iculty of access, etc.

Figure 8. Source: Paul W Marino Gages Inc.  

The “Master Sphere” or calibration, requalification sphere (Fig.8) is also a necessary evil. This looks like an
overgrown stylus and this guy dictates where you are “on position” and you canʼt start your job without him….
or her. This sphere is the almighty force and must be as round as possible, aka accurate within microns. And
always take great care - if  dropped or damaged it must be replaced. One chip, visible or not, and it s̓ going to
read an error. Having your reference sphere checked might be wise before you start throwing away new
replacement styli thinking that is the problem.

Some are of the new “dark” matte finish materials for optical, scanning, noncontact qualifications are
normally in the 25-30mm range, ceramic a�ixed on a base with a riser and sometimes on an angle for easy
access of the probe to be qualified. Kind of an “over under sideways down” situation (credit lyrics: Yardbirds
circa 1960 s̓).

Optical artifacts with these special matte finish, non-reflective spheres, including “dumbbells” in diameters
exceeding 30mm, are fairly new and becoming a standard and include calibration certification.

Figure 7. Source: Paul W Marino Gages Inc.  

Specialty “styli” for height gages, contour measuring devices: “Contact on the workpiece takes place using a
probe tip. In geometry, this has a defined, highly polished radius in the standard of 20-25 microns. Material for
the contour styli is usually a fine-grained hard metal. At the same time, a ceramic probe tip is being used more
o�en. The grain size of the ceramic tip is significantly smaller than that of the hard metal tip, which results in
extremely high wear resistance.” This a�ords better hardness and improved sliding properties and is electrically
non-conductive and non-magnetic. (Fig.7)

All in all, and once again, the tiny ruby ball is the weapon of choice in 90% of the applications today. Most CMM
manufacturers, contouring machine makers, portable arm CMM and more are utilizing the “contact point” of
lore and just making them better. If  you are still using your dial indicators with the TC or SST balls you know
the wear factors (flat spots, chipping, falling o� the stem or “pivot mount”) and replacement is normal. These
types of “styli” have been around for a very long time and are easily and economically available. As for the CMM
type styli it s̓ now just about that easy. With so many new manufacturers now worldwide it s̓ not too hard to
locate these and with the help of an experienced person in the field, the sky is the limit. A little creativity, good
imagination, and a good unused bar napkin for sketching out your nightmare will help you get your point
across to the experts in this industry.

Point Across! Get the Point! What s̓ the Point…I couldnʼt resist…. happy probing!

Credit : Larry Adams, Quality Mag, Article “Probes Push CMMs Forward Choices, May 8, 2003.

Opening Video Source: cinejinn / Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Remaining Images Source: Paul W Marino Gages Inc.

Linda Goodwin-Marino of Paul W. Marino Gages Inc. For more information, call (313) 300- 0134 or visit
www.pmargage.com.
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SOFT WARE & ANALYSIS

At the most fundamental level, laboratory instruments can be understood as simple data generators that
convert physical observations into numbers. In the last few decades, we have witnessed a transformation of
laboratory data production and management schemes; what used to be characterized as an analog output and
paper-based storage of essential data has evolved into what is commonplace today: digitally output, server-
based storage of incomprehensible amounts of data.

On the surface, this evolution should be wonderful. We have all been in meetings where the only logical path
forward is to collect more data to address an area of uncertainty, and it s̓ only natural to think that more data
will yield more meaningful insights. But experience teaches us that this is only true if the right processes and
tools are in place to e�ectively distill raw data into analysis that leads to smart, agile business decisions. The
words “e�ectively” and “agile” cannot be overstated, as they stress the value that the relevant processes and
tools must be easy and e�icient to use. The time and e�ort required to get from raw data to decision making
can be the di�erence between leading or lagging behind your competition.  

Investing in instruments and acquiring more data more accurately is relatively straightforward. But the next,
all-important step is not as simple: congregating data from various instruments for e�icient analysis to help
your company make informed business decisions. Unfortunately, to get this right, there are no catalogues to
buy from or rule books to reference. This is because no two labs are the same - they have di�erent
instruments, di�erent operational scales, di�erent inputs and outputs, and di�erent standards for quality and
traceability. Also, the data management system used by a lab o�en interfaces with other business platforms,
such as the company s̓ MES (manufacturing execution system) or ERP (enterprise resource planning) systems.
In most cases these di�erences necessitate some level of customization when a data management system is
being implemented.

Let s̓ use an analogy: envision an orchestra playing a symphony. The conductor is commanding the stage and
the musicians to perform harmoniously; not one note is out of place. Now let s̓ envision the very same stage
and instruments, but replace the trained musicians with a bunch of pre-teen children with no supervision.
What was once soothing and magnificent is now an unbearable cacophony.

This orchestra and its musical instruments can be equated to your laboratory and its test instruments. Rather
than sound, you have data and numbers being produced by many di�erent instruments, all at the same time.
In order for your laboratory to operate in harmony and generate meaningful information for your business, a
data management system must facilitate coordination of the instruments.

Harmonizing your laboratory s̓ data management practices requires e�ort and investment, and those who
master it are poised to win in a competitive market. Here are six trends that the most e�icient labs are adopting
in order to achieve a competitive edge.

Having a centralized data management system in a materials testing lab is critical for streamlining data collection and
analysis. Source: Instron 

1. Lab Equipment Should Be Connected To A Centralized Database
As data production continues to grow, the automation of data collection to a centralized database is becoming
more important than ever. Manually transferring test data and results from an instrument to a database for
storage and analysis is not a value-add process. Almost all the trends that will be discussed involve the
elimination of these non-value-add activities that can drain resources and degrade e�iciency.

Depending on the function of the laboratory in your organization, data could be getting stored in various
places, such as a LIMS (laboratory information management system) for your own purposes or an MES
(manufacturing execution system) that monitors production e�iciency and quality. Either way, when
evaluating test instrument suppliers, be sure to ask about their ability to integrate with your existing systems.
You will find that some suppliers will encourage this integration while others shy away, instead pointing you to
their own so�ware ecosystems of data management. While these supplier-specific solutions may work well
within their product portfolios, they may also create barriers to achieving a seamless, centralized data
management structure. When evaluating a capital equipment purchase, it is always recommended to engage
your IT resources to understand their preferences in order to ensure a clean integration that can be easily
maintained. Data security practices such as backups, archiving, and user management become exponentially
easier for you and your IT team when data is stored centrally.

2. Bi-Directional Data Transfer Maximizes Timesavings
Bi-directional data transfer is a superior implementation of connected test instruments. When most people
think of data transfer, they are imagining the uni-directional output of data. For instance, a measurement
scale is connected to a computer to reduce manual data entry. An export button can be pressed on the scale to
trigger the transfer of its indicated mass reading to an associated field on the computer. This is one-way (ʻuni-
directionalʼ) communication. Two-way (ʻbi-directionalʼ) communication is more commonly used with complex
instruments that require multiple inputs prior to the associated testing operation. For instance, a materials
testing system may require inputs identifying the sample under test, its production batch number, the test
type controlling the test system, and dimensional values to characterize the resulting material properties.
Once the test is complete, the data and results must be transferred to a LIMS table associated to the sample. Bi-
directional communication between the materials testing system and the LIMS automates both the input and
output of data, eliminating the non-value-added time and risk of human error associated with manual data
entry. Connecting your instruments and establishing bi-directional communication can save five to 15 seconds
per entry, which can add up to an hour or more per day in higher volume laboratories.

Example of linear barcodes and 2D barcode (bottom right). Source: iStock images provided by Instron 

3. 2D Barcodes Are The Future
Barcodes are the most common automated mechanism used to digitally transfer data associated with a test
sample to an instrument or database. For decades, one-dimensional (1D) or linear barcodes have been
universally adopted by many industries for identification applications. In recent years, two-dimensional (2D)
barcodes have begun to replace linear barcodes, as they have several strong advantages. First, 2D barcodes can
hold more data while occupying a smaller footprint. For reference, a 2D barcode can contain 2,000 characters
while 1D barcodes can rarely accommodate more than 25 characters. Their small size and data storage capacity
mean they can be used for applications that were previously unfeasible, such as small medical devices and
vials that typically require stringent identification tracking.

When evaluating test instrument suppliers, it is worth asking how their so�ware applications handle barcodes.
Whether or not barcodes are currently implemented in your sample identification process, it can pay dividends
down the road to have an instrument that can not only support barcode scanned keyboard emulators, but
also more enhanced barcode-driven workflows to reduce manual operation of the user.

4. Instrument Maintenance Logistics Should Be Automated
It is essential to manage maintenance and calibration visits to keep your test instruments in working order. But
why spend so much time coordinating the logistics around these service visits when you donʼt need to? More
and more instruments employ telemetry data to automate the scheduling of routine services and even predict
part failures to preemptively respond, limiting system downtime.

5. Remote Management Is Expected
Access to your lab s̓ data should not be confined by the walls of your laboratory. Whether you are working from
home and would like to check the status of a test or if you need to share data with a colleague, remote access
to instrument data has become an expectation. One of the inherent benefits of centralizing data in a LIMS or
the like is that they are typically designed in a client / server architecture where users and instruments
(ʻclientsʼ) read and write data stored on the central database (ʻserverʼ). Clients come in a variety of forms, such
as desktop applications or web services, so when evaluating an instrument supplier it can be important to
ensure that their remote management platforms align with your team s̓ intended use.

6. Cybersecurity Must Be A Priority
As the volume of data grows and its storage moves from on-premises to cloud-based servers, the risk of
malicious data breaches inevitably increases. While centralized data management makes organizations run
more e�iciently, operations can come to a standstill if  these systems are not properly secured. Cybersecurity
vulnerabilities can exist in any link of the chain, so it should be a topic of conversation not only in regards to
the larger data management infrastructure but also with each instrument that is intended to be integrated
into the network.

With the volume of test instrument data continuing to grow, laboratories need solutions that will make sense
of this data e�iciently and e�ectively so that business decisions can be made. New trends such as centralized
databases, bi-directional data transfer, 2D barcodes, remote management, automated maintenance, and
robust security are being employed by laboratories to help improve the management of their data. By
prioritizing tools like this and their overall data management processes, laboratories will gain a competitive
edge in an ever-evolving industry.

Opening Image Source: : iStock images provided by Instron

Dan Caesar is a software product manager at Instron.
For more information, email Daniel_Caesar@instron.com or visit www.instron.com.
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MANAGEMENT

SOME BENEFITS OF QUALITY STANDARDS ARE OBVIOUS, WHILE OTHERS DONʼT
GET ENOUGH FANFARE. THE PANDEMIC MAY HAVE IMPACTED HOW THESE
STANDARDS ARE IMPLEMENTED. By Genevieve Diesing

According to experts, the benefits of today s̓ quality standards are not well known.

Take ISO 9001, ISO 14000, and ISO 17021. These standards reinforce quality in any management system, says
Steven Wilson, ASQE chair elect.

“ISO 9001 is all about quality management; ISO 14000 deals with the environment aspect of the business, and
ISO 17021 tells the business what to expect to get certified in any standard,” Wilson says. “Even if these
standards are not used to register or certify a business, they provide a strong operating foundation.”

Standards ultimately help to reduce variation, which increases predictable delivery and quality performance,
says Bill Soller, principal, Corporate Advantage Network.

“An o�en-overlooked aspect of Dr. W. Edwards Deming s̓ teachings is that when you approach quality in a
Deming way, you enjoy higher quality at a lower cost,” Soller says. “That is the ultimate equation: costs down,
rework down, quality up, productivity up, and joy in work. Standards such as ISO 9001 get a company focused
on developing a system to help control the quality of their processes.”

And yet, many leaders remain unaware of how fully implementing such standards can boost quality and lower
cost.

“They only begrudgingly implement an ISO 9001 Quality Management System because a customer requires it,”
Soller says.

Deming pointed out that
people want to come to
work to do a good job.
He said it is
managementʼs
responsibility to support
worker success.

Companies that donʼt have helpful certifications in place typically have only informal or undocumented
processes, Soller adds. This makes implementing it muddy, which results inconsistent quality. Variation and
costs spike as a result.

Standards are a strategic asset and should not be confused with regulations, experts say.

“Regulations tell all parties what must be. But standards tell us what should be,” Wilson explains. “Even as
regulations change, which usually occurs with some sort of incident in our society, standards—especially
quality standards—are modified as the parties grow and develop. They are always raising the bar.”

This helps manufacturers benchmark operations and remain competitive in their respective environments, he
adds.

Accreditation is critical to ensuring that there is an e�ective quality management system that a�ords greater
process control, reduces risk, and ultimately results in increased customer satisfaction and sustainability of
our products and services, says Michael Byrnes, executive director, certification operations, ASQE.

To remain helpful, standards are regularly reviewed and updated.

“The foundations remain the same but changes in society and industry practices dictate a closer look at
reasonable intervals,” Wilson says. “Otherwise, the standard not only becomes stale —it becomes obsolete.”

To prevent that, ISO standards are reviewed every five years, keeping them current and valid.

“About a decade ago, these standards were improved to follow the PDSA improvement cycle (Plan Do Study
Act), which is o�en referred to as the Deming cycle (although Deming called it the Shewhart Cycle),” Soller says.

While this change does not make it more di�icult to obtain certifications and credentials, it does give
companies a means to demonstrate the reliability and consistency of outputs they produce.  

“A further aspect of today s̓ standards is an alignment with one of Dr. Deming s̓ 14 points: Institute Training on
the Job,” Soller adds. “The alignment exists because the certifications require work instructions and other
visual aids to be a part of achieving repeatable quality in production processes and products and services.”

As an added benefit, written work instructions and visual aids drive down the costs of training and retraining
workers even as the quality of the output increases.

“Keep in mind, Deming pointed out that people want to come to work to do a good job,” Soller adds. “He said it
is management s̓ responsibility to make sure there is good training and good processes to support worker
success and to continually achieve better outputs.”

The pandemic impacted standards, too.

For example, ASQ certifications moved to computer based testing with Prometric in 2016, says Michael Byrnes,
executive director, certification operations, ASQE.

“As such, we were able to pivot all our certifications to Prometric s̓ new online Live Remote Proctoring (LRP)
platform in a matter of weeks,” Byrnes says.

This enabled ASQ to continue to o�er testing and to conduct it remotely.

“This pivot in testing modality to LRP further allowed ASQ to reach new business channels in over 50 new
countries, where testing had not been possible due to a lack of physical testing facilities,” Byrnes adds. “In the
end, the credentialing industry, which had largely resisted moving towards LRP for many years due in part to
security concerns, had been positively disrupted by the pandemic.”

Although the pandemic didnʼt change the standards themselves, it did change how they were implemented,
reviewed, and audited against, experts say.

Virtual activities took center stage.

“In auditing terms: Working to utilize new tools and techniques to audit in a virtual world had to come,” Wilson
says. “Many of us are still working through that process and it is clear that virtual activities are here to stay.”

The pandemic also a�ected the certification process, Soller says. For example, internal and external audits
slowed at the pandemic s̓ onset. Some were even postponed for a few weeks. However, it didnʼt take long for
external audits to be conducted virtually, Soller says, “and so we caught up with demand quickly.”

The virtual approach lasted for about two years, Soller says.  

Wilson, who works in food inspection as chief, Seafood Inspection Program, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, says that the changing inspection process may even make standards more crucial.

“Imagine the inspection of a food processing facility against ISO 22000 (the food safety management family of
standards) or even ISO 9001 and not being present at the facility,” he says. “The food must still be processed.
The buyer must still have assurances that standards are met. Trade must continue. How do you use virtual
auditing to meet these goals? I would say the standards became even more important in that all parties looked
to the standards to see how to comply in this strenuous operating environment.”

Opening Image Source: Drazen Zigic / iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Pull Quote Image Source: monkeybusinessimages / iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Genevieve Diesing is a contributing editor for Quality.
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Products
THE LATEST PRODUCTS TO HELP YOU IMPROVE YOUR MANUFACTURING PROCESS

UniWest EddyView II Portable Eddy Current Flaw
Detector
UniWest announced the introduction of the new EddyView® II
portable eddy current flaw detector at the ASNT Annual 2022
Conference on October 31, 2022.

The innovative EddyView II features a large 8-inch touch screen
display with gesture adjustments for key parameters such as gain
and rotation, ability to drive conventional probes or array probes,
an independent channel that monitors probe to part coupling
(li�o�), and UniWest s̓ industry-leading signal performance with
extremely low signal-to-noise.

The EddyView II also includes multi-frequency probe drive and signal mixing, digital conductivity & non-
conductive coating thickness, and compatibility with UniWest s̓ ECS-1S & JF-15 rotating bolt hole scanners. In
addition, the EddyView II can be connected to the internet for remote diagnostics and calibration, as well as
export raw eddy current data for post-processing flexibility.

While using the EddyView II in demanding and o�en dirty NDT environments, its rugged housing is designed to
meet the standards of Ingress Protection (IP) rating IP-65.

Designed for use by NDT professionals, the EddyView II includes all the advanced features and functionality to
allow both standard eddy current measurements and complex inspections, including use of eddy current array
(ECA) probes up to 32 elements as well as large-scale automated and robotic production applications.  System
features include multi-frequency with mixing, split-screen for both impedance plane and O-scope/sweep
modes, digital conductivity measurement, non-conductive li�o� digital measurement, rotating scanner
support for high-speed bolt hole scanning, Ethernet connectivity, alarm outputs, and USB flash drive support.
 Ideal for field, laboratory, or production settings, the EddyView II s̓ fast data acquisition rate facilitates smooth
system integration.

UniWest 
www.uniwest.com/eddyview2

Teledyne Genie Nano 10GigE Cameras
Teledyne DALSA announced the all-new Genie™ Nano-10GigE
M/C8200, and M/C6200, based on Teledyne e2v s̓ 67M and 37M
monochrome and color sensors. The new Genie Nano-10GigE series
delivers a futureproof and scalable solution with significantly
higher interface speeds and resolutions, o�ering system designers
an easy integration path for application upgrades requiring higher
speed data capture and transfers.

The new Genie Nano-10GigE 67M camera is the smallest 10GigE Vision camera in the industry achieving full
resolution image transfer at up to 15 fps. Both the M/C8200 and M/C6200 o�er wider operating temperature
ranges, PTP synchronization and commonality of sizes with other Genie Nano cameras, enabling versatility of
applications and ease of integration or upgrades. Coupling a compact 59 mm x 59 mm form factor, system
designers can transition from 1, 2.5, 5GigE to 10GigE Vision without the need for so�ware changes. Genie Nano-
10GigE cameras are engineered to deliver high-speed, dependable results for applications such as electronics
manufacturing inspection, industrial metrology, intelligent tra�ic systems, aerial imaging and sports and
entertainment.

Key Features:

Industry s̓ smallest 67M 10GigE Vision camera

Four new models o�ered in 37M and 67M, monochrome and color versions

Trigger-to-Image Reliability (T2IR) framework improves the reliability of your inspection system and
protects from data loss

GenICam, GigE Vision 2.0 compliant

Multi ROI with up to 16 x Region of Interest (ROI)

All-metal body with 3-year warranty

Teledyne DALSA 
www.teledynedalsa.com/imaging

Smart Vision Lights JWL150 External Light
Smart Vision Lights (SVL) announced the release of its JWL150, the
first in the new Camera-to-Light (CTL) series. Unlike other external
illumination products designed for machine vision cameras and
smart cameras with built-in illumination that falls short, the
JWL150 delivers an intense, compact light source with an
integrated camera mount.

Compatible with most major machine vision cameras, the JWL150 can be directly connected and controlled
through a camera s̓ trigger output. Systems integrators o�en deploy external bar lights or use built-in camera
lights, but external lighting takes up valuable space and built-in lights o�en provide insu�icient lighting. In
machine vision systems that are tight on space, the JWL150 delivers an intense yet compact lighting option.

The IP65-rated bright field light features a working distance of 500 mm up to 2000 mm; 10-, 14-, and 30-degree
lens options; and built-in Multi-Drive™ technology, which o�ers both continuous operation and OverDrive™
mode. In continuous operation mode, the JWL150 can provide constant light or be triggered following the
camera s̓ exposure signal. OverDrive™ mode delivers up to 6 times the continuous power with a low-latency
response and fast strobe durations down to 10 ms.  

The JWL150 features a batwing design that illuminates a larger area than built-in lighting systems and
produces a greater light output that easily combines with polarizers, di�users, and other optical elements that
reduce light output. The new JWL150 targets disparate machine vision applications, with a particular focus on
high-speed conveyors that require bright illumination at long, stand-o� distances.

Smart Vision Lights
www.SmartVisionLights.com

JAI 8.1-Megapixel UV Camera
JAI introduced the Go Series GO-8105M-5GE-UV, a new 8.1-
megapixel, UV-sensitive camera with a high performance 5GBASE-T
(5 GigE) interface. The new camera surpasses JAI s̓ three other UV
(ultraviolet) camera models by providing both increased resolution
(8.1 megapixels vs. 5 megapixels) and a higher spectral sensitivity
covering UVA, UVB, and extending well into the UVC range.

The GO-8105M-5GE integrates the Sony Pregius S IMX487-AAMJ CMOS sensor into a compact form factor of 29 x
29 x 68 mm and produces full resolution 8.1-megapixel images at up to 66 frames per second over the 5 GigE
interface. The camera s̓ interface features an auto-negotiation function that adjusts the camera's output to
match the capabilities of the network or host PC, including 2.5GBASE-T (2.5 Gbps) or 1000BASE-T (1 Gbps),
depending on the available bandwidth.

The camera has a compact 2/3” C-mount optical format thanks to the 2.74 µm pixel size of the Pregius S sensor.
Pregius S sensors feature backside illumination to support this smaller pixel size without sacrificing imaging
performance. 8-bit, 10-bit and 12-bit output formats are supported.

The GO-8105M-5GE-UV is o�ered in two configurations. The standard model features a double-AR-coated
quartz glass cover over the sensor to protect the sensor from dirt and damage while maximizing light
transmission. A glassless version (GO-8105M-5GE-UV-GL) is shipped with a protective glass cover on the sensor
that can be removed by the user for applications where no interference from light passing through a cover
glass can be tolerated.  

The new camera s̓ resolution, frame rate, and ultraviolet sensitivity make it suitable for a range of complex
applications in the fields of semiconductor mask inspection, wafer processing, sorting of waste materials,
fluorescence analysis, high voltage technology, microscopy, dermatology, and more. Among the built-in
camera features to support such applications are a horizontal/vertical image flip function, blemish
compensation, shading correction, a sequencer function, multiple binning/rescaling modes, and an
automatic level control (ALC) function that links auto-shutter and auto-gain functions to control exposures
under changing light conditions.

The GO-8105M-5GE-UV becomes the 25th model currently available in JAI s̓ Go Series of compact industrial
cameras. Other models include monochrome and color machine vision cameras with resolutions of 2.35 or 5
megapixels and with GigE Vision, USB3 Vision, or Camera Link interfaces, as well as two models equipped with
on-sensor polarizer grids to support polarization imaging applications.

JAI
www.jai.com
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Micro-EpsilonInnovMetric

PolyWorks|Inspector™ - The
Universal 3D Metrology Software
Platform by InnovMetric
PolyWorks|Inspector™ is a universal 3D dimensional
analysis and quality control so�ware solution to control
tool or part dimensions, diagnose and prevent
manufacturing and assembly issues, guide assembly
building through real-time measurements, and oversee the
quality of assembled products by using portable metrology
devices and CNC CMMs. It o�ers an extensive set of
guidance technologies for e�icient, precise, and repeatable
measurement processes for portable metrology devices.
PolyWorks|Inspector™ o�ers the most flexible, user-
friendly, and e�icient CNC CMM o�line sequencing
workflow on the market.

Visit InnovMetric.com and request your free demo
Or call 1-888-688-2061  

White light interferometers for
distance and thickness
measurements with subnanometer
accuracy

The requirements for distance and thickness measurements are extremely high in many applications. Film, flat
glass, semiconductor wafers, computer hard drives or displays must be manufactured to the highest precision.
Optical interferometry is an accordingly precise measuring technique. Micro-Epsilon has launched three new
measuring systems based on innovative technology with accuracies down to the subnanometer range.

Distance Measurement
The IMS5400-DS interferoMETER is used for high-precision distance measurements and, unlike conventional
interferometers, also enables stable measurement of step profiles. Thanks to the absolute measurement, the
scanning of steps is performed with high signal stability and precision. When measuring on moving objects, the
di�erences in height of heels, steps and depressions can thus be reliably detected.

In the semiconductor industry, sub-nanometer resolutions are o�en required. This is where the IMS5600-
DS interferometer is used, which is specially designed for applications in vacuum or clean room environments.
A special calibration of the controller provides the necessary resolution for this measuring system.

Absolute measurement, ideal for steps and edges

Best-in-Class: Resolution < 30 picometers

Measurement on diverse surfaces

Small measurement spot for finest details & structures

Thickness Measurement
The thickness measurement with the IMS5400-TH interferoMETER enables the measurement of glass or film
from 35 µm up to 2.1 mm. As the thickness measurement is independent of the distance, irregular positioning
does not influence the measurement result.

The thickness of transparent coated objects or laminated glass can be reliably measured thanks to the multi-
layer thickness measurement. The controller outputs the thickness values with the highest stability regardless
of their position.

High precision even with varying distances

Measuring thinnest layers like films and flat glass

Thickness measurement even of anti-reflective Surfaces

Multi-layer thickness measurement

Industry Optimized
The new white light interferometers from Micro-Epsilon are optimized for industrial purposes and o�er an
accuracy that creates an unprecedented level of precision in optical distance and thickness measurements.

Would it be helpful to talk? Contact us.

You have a project for which you require a sensor solution. Send us your message.

See more product details.

Micro-Epsilon America
me-usa@micro-epsilon.com

www.micro-epsilon.com
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THE SMART START IS METROLOGY. By Scott Everling

We o�en use buzzwords in the manufacturing business such as Industry 4.0 and digital twin as if there were
clear definitions of what these terms encompass. I am o�en in meetings with customers who state they are
trying to “automate production” or are looking for an “Industry 4.0 showcase installation.” However, as you
drive deep into the specifics of the implementation plan, I frequently walk away with the feeling they have not
mapped out their own manufacturing process. And in many cases, they do not fully understand how to
leverage new metrology technology and the impactful data immediately available for analysis and decision-
making.

Manufacturers are now embracing the move to the digitization of their production processes. Many initial
project goals are very narrowly focused around removing manpower, manual errors, and running 24/7 to
improve total output. These are all worthy goals for sure. Yet, this approach leaves many facets in their overall
process o�en overlooked. There are critical questions that must be asked. How can the upfront programming
and integration e�ort be reduced? How can downstream quality data be leveraged to react more quickly and
e�iciently in the manufacturing process? What method can be used to make production turnover between
products easier and more e�icient? How can part design changes or manufacturing process changes be easier
to implement? How can overall equipment e�ectiveness (OEE) data be used to improve production workflow
or predict hardware downtime?

Portable measurement combined with automation solutions enables lab-grade metrology technology on the shop floor in-
line, near-line, and off-line.  

Metrology, A Good Place To Start
These questions are all challenging to answer and overwhelming to someone implementing their first
“automation” solution. However, it is very important for the customer to understand that there can, and
should, be a roadmap established at the very beginning of a project. This overall plan allows for future
expansion during the digitization journey and garners maximum ROI for the system. There also needs to be a
clear cut place to start an automation project…and there are a variety of a�ordable and non-disruptive
solutions that will get a manufacturer s̓ feet wet, without a full scale tsunami shutdown of operations.

For companies with coordinate measuring machines (CMMs), a lights-out metrology system that automates the
inspection process is an ideal entry point. This type of implementation tends to be far less disruptive to daily
operations, as measurement tasks can be performed across multiple inspection systems. Testing can occur
systematically on each measurement system, according to a smart automation roadmap. Ultimately, quality
control processes can continue during the implementation of a lights-out metrology system, contingent upon
the company having more than one multipurpose inspection system.

How does a lights-out system work? In a nutshell, these fully automated solutions provide autonomous
measurement of parts on a coordinate measuring machine and automatically identify out-of-tolerance parts.
Designed to be an o�-the shelf addition to new or existing CMMs, these systems integrate easily into
established workflows. Configurable with multiple, easily accessible drawers, a system can be loaded with a
full shi� s̓ worth of parts and set to run without further operator interaction. Furthermore, sophisticated
so�ware enables an operator to load drawers and queue inspection programs as the system is running,
allowing for uninterrupted operation. A collaborative robot arm manipulates the parts and fixturing on the
CMM. In addition to the light s̓ out advantages, these systems also perform high volume, repetitive tasks
allowing for the improved utilization of highly skilled machinists and reduce the potential for repetitive stress
injuries. During the ebb and flow of business, factories of any size can maintain output even when their own
CMM operators are unavailable.

This measurement data management software acquires metrology data from every production site to provide a single
reliable source of quality data. The solution manages data throughout the manufacturing process so that tools can
automatically compare inspection data to design data to ensure product quality.

Software Drives Metrology Automation To The Next Level
O�entimes, dimensional and other types of inspection tend to be the singular process that occurs outside of
the manufacturing and assembly processes. Although there are tremendous benefits to automating metrology
with batch loading processes as described above, the natural evolution of metrology in manufacturing is to
push quality or inspection into the production workflow, supplementing or even replacing traditional in-
process checks.

It is an exciting time for automotive design and manufacturing as all of our accumulated technology advances
are being applied to the evolving frontier of electric vehicles. At the same time, carmakers are taking serious
steps to push into this emerging level of metrology automation and embed these traditional laboratory quality
inspections right down into their smart manufacturing facilities. These new systems are designed to measure
mid-to-large sized parts and powered by the incredible accuracy of the latest laser trackers. Portable
measurement combined with automation solutions gives manufacturers the ability to utilize lab-grade
metrology technology on the shop floor in-line, near-line, and o�-line. Supporting a variety of customer
applications, laser trackers enable flexible implementations that include high-accuracy surface scanning,
feature calculation and discrete point measurement that drive the highest level of quality into the
manufacturing process.

These new-generation ʻscan cellsʼ are made possible by sophisticated so�ware programs for robotic
automation, metrology reporting and measurement data management platforms. Robotic automation
so�ware provides the toolset to e�iciently plan, program and control robotic cells, as well as integrating with
the wider manufacturing so�ware ecosystem, simplifying the data acquisition process for smarter
manufacturing processes. Created specifically to orchestrate the sensors, so�ware and robotic equipment of
an inspection scan cell from a single, intuitive interface, this so�ware makes automated measurement more
accessible, e�icient and reliable. To maximize equipment utilization, an o�line programming environment is
also needed to provide accurate path simulation that allows virtual commissioning of the system and rapid
deployment of programs to the real scan cell.

A reporting so�ware solution is critical to the cause as it consolidates customersʼ disparate reporting tools into
one central location. This approach gives users the confidence that all their data is flowing into one tool with
guaranteed access to the data when they need it. In addition to the data itself, users gain additional insights
and analysis from this data, providing essential intelligence to information that would otherwise be missing.

Lastly, an enterprise IT solution is needed to structure and manage 3D measurement data, thus closing the
information gap in the quality assurance process. This so�ware provides controlled access to measurement
plans, alignment systems, tolerances, measurement results, and analysis sessions. This solution should be
scalable and capable of supporting small teams in an OEM department or in a supplier manufacturing site, in
addition to global implementations with multiple sites and thousands of users. Also, look for some significant
innovations in terms of automatic prediction (AI) functionality giving customers the ability to learn more
about processes in terms of stability and potential tolerance deviation. With an automatically generated
forecast, manufacturers are able to act before real problems occur.

This is a flexible and scalable robotic control software designed to simplify programming for automated measurement and
inspection applications.

Metrology Automation Is Shape-Shifting For Smart Factories
The planets have aligned in the metrology-assisted automation realm where robotics, 3D measurement
systems, and vital supporting so�ware solutions ensure rich data capture without the complexity of legacy
automation platforms. Companies who have taken the time to develop a roadmap guiding them to smart
manufacturing technologies are realizing greater e�iciency, productivity and process innovation. A digital
transformation can start with consecutive steps and incremental investments that do not break the bank.
Taking the first step in automating quality processes can be a game changer, as a manufacturer can address
current quality control challenges, and also gain an understanding of what lies further down the Industry 4.0
path for other downstream operations.

All Images Source: Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence

Scott Everling of Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division. For more information, email
scott.everling@hexagon.com or visit www.HexagonMI.com.
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COLLABORATIVE ROBOTSVISION  &  SENSORS

EASE OF USE IS ONE OF THE MAIN ATTRACTIONS
OF COLLABORATIVE AUTOMATION. By Kristian Hulgard

The phenomenal rise of collaborative automation systems over the past decade or so has seen collaborative
technologies deployed on a growing number of quality control applications. Collaborative automation enables
companies of all sizes to improve throughput and reduce cycle times on inspection tasks.

Whether you already own some collaborative hardware or youʼre considering deploying collaborative
automation for the first time, two of the most important considerations are your vision system and the type of
end-e�ector or gripper that you choose.

Vision Systems
Machine vision systems give ʻeyesʼ to automation and the technology is widely used throughout industry to
perform critical vision applications that can boost productivity, eliminate waste, improve quality and ensure
traceability.

Machine vision can be used to inspect the quality of packaging materials, to detect imperfections and
contamination across a wide range of materials from plastic to foil and cardboard. Machine vision can also be
used to ensure that sealing caps are correctly fitted or to read expiration dates. If labels and barcodes need to
be scanned as part of the production process, machine vision can do that too – more quickly and accurately
than any human.

The global machine vision market was worth USD 10.8 Billion in 2021 and is expected to climb to USD 20.3
billion in 2030 at a CAGR of 7.1%, according to a report by market analysts Emergen Research. A lot of machine
vision systems are being sold, and companies have an ever-expanding range of products to choose from.

Here is an example of a 2.5D machine vision system that adds depth perception and parts recognition for all leading robotic
arms, o�ering seamless integration, one-picture calibration, intuitive programming, and none of the complexity of existing
vision systems. Eyes can be flexibly mounted both on the robot wrist or externally, making it  ideal for almost any unstructured
application in need of vision guidance.

Camera Choices:
The type of camera you select is the number one factor influencing the cost and complexity of your automated
inspection project. There are three main types to choose from: 2D, 3D, and 2.5D.

2D Cameras
2D cameras are the cheapest type, but they are also the least capable in terms of the number of applications
they can support and the number of environments they can be successfully deployed in. This is because 2D
cameras can determine length and width (X and Y axis), but are unable to determine height.

Another downside of 2D machine vision systems is that the lighting requires perfect contrast for the system to
function correctly. Many engineering hours can be spent making tweaks to the lighting setup.

All that said, 2D vision systems have proven highly e�ective across barcode reading, label orientation, printing
verification and other inspection and tracking applications.

3D Cameras
At the other end of the cost and complexity spectrum you will find 3D cameras. True 3D cameras provide X, Y,
and Z (height) information as well as rotational information around all three axes. This results in a wealth of
data –so much data, in fact, that investment in 3D camera systems can be more than is required for many
inspection applications.  

3D camera-based vision systems typically require a degree of technical expertise that s̓ beyond the in-house
capabilities of many companies, particularly small-to-medium size enterprises (SMEs). If  youʼre looking to
automate a complex, unstructured bin-picking process, for example, then a 3D machine vision system is likely
to be your best option. But if youʼre performing quality checks on packaging or palletizing processes, for
example, a 3D camera-based system would be engineering and financial overkill.

2.5D Cameras Boost Collaborative Applications
For most inspection applications, particularly those involving collaborative automation, 2.5D cameras provide
end users with the perfect blend of usability, functionality and cost.

Despite being much cheaper than 3D systems, 2.5D cameras provide the X, Y, and Z information that s̓ required
to perform advanced vision-based tasks. Moreover, 2.5D cameras provide information that enables the system
to estimate the objectsʼ rotation around two of the three dimensions.

A 2.5D camera-based vision system deployed on a packaging inspection task can provide the depth data
required to count how many items have been stacked in a box, thereby enabling processors to ensure that
every box is packed with the correct amount of product, every time.

2.5D cameras are a particularly perfect fit for both collaborative robots and lightweight industrial robot arms.
Usability and flexibility are key features of both types of automation and 2.5D vision systems deliver the same
cost, usability, and performance benefits. If  you have already invested in collaborative automation, make sure
to look out for 2.5D camera systems that are designed to work seamlessly with your existing hardware.

A downside of some machine vision systems is that they are only compatible with a limited number of robot
brands – avoid compatibility conflicts by selecting a camera system that is compatible with all leading robot
brands. (This also futureproofs your investment by allowing you to deploy the camera on a di�erent robot at
any future time.)

In the glass laboratory of its research center in Mainz, Germany, the international technology group SCHOTT AG uses a
collaborative application for quality testing - and in doing so relieves the laboratory staff of more demanding tasks. This gives
SCHOTT more capacity for development projects and enables it  to efficiently handle the growing volume of samples. This
collaborative robot from Universal Robots is equipped with the RG2-FT gripper from OnRobot. Thanks to integrated sensors in
its fingertips, the gripper can handle individually shaped glass samples and operate highly sensitive measuring instruments.  

Key Camera Features
Before your vision system can be deployed, it must be calibrated. Depending on your system, this can be a
convoluted process, so look for systems that o�er one-shot calibration. One-shot calibration eliminates the
need to experiment with multiple images and camera settings and dramatically lowers the barriers to a
successful machine vision deployment.

Built-in color and contour detection functionality is especially useful in quality tasks. These features provide
the information your robots need to easily sort, inspect, or pick and place unstructured objects, based on
simple color and size information input by the operator. If your camera so�ware doesnʼt provide color and
contour detection, expect to spend an inordinate amount of time setting up your inspection application.

Some collaborative camera systems are directly integrated into robot arms. Others have to be directly attached
to a robot wrist or arm in order to function. Both scenarios present serious limitations in terms of deployment
flexibility.

Systems that can be mounted externally, separate to your robot, will help maximize flexibility. For example, a
well-positioned externally mounted camera could be used to inspect the condition of the equipment
surrounding food products, helping you to precisely time cleaning operations. External mounting also
optimizes cycle time - while your vision system handles image capture and processing, your robot can work on
another task.

Itʼs worth noting that the gripper
SCHOTT selected came with both
force/torque sensors and optical
sensors located in its fingertips.
The sensors feed process data back
to the robot arm, which can adjust
its course as required in real-time,
enabling the gripper to precisely
control the forces applied. It  also
provides the sensitivity required to
load the spectrometer with
millimeter precision. In addition, the
gripperʼs fingertips are
customizable; SCHOTT coated them
with foam to ensure it  gripped the
glass samples perfectly every time.

Gripping Matters
Machine vision is not the only way to benefit from automation in your inspection processes. Sometimes,
collaborative automation is used at another point in the process, such as placing items in an inspection cell or
within sensitive inspection equipment and retrieving them a�erwards.

This was the case with SCHOTT, a global leader in specialty glass and glass ceramic products, that faced a
threefold increase in the volume of samples for inspection. Manual inspections were taking anywhere from 3-
15 minutes, each inspection took a lab technician away from other tasks, and SCHOTT needed a quick and
e�ective way to increase capacity.

With limited space available in its inspection laboratory and human lab technicians in the same workspace,
traditional non-collaborative industrial automation was out of the question.

Another complication centered around the extreme sensitivity of the company s̓ transmission spectrometer – a
measuring device that s̓ used to record the optical properties of glass. This requires automation with extremely
sensitive grippers that can insert and remove samples without causing any damage to the spectrometer s̓
delicate insides.

The company successfully deployed collaborative automation, consisting of a collaborative robot arm and an
electric, two-finger collaborative gripper, to run at night and over the weekends, enabling SCHOTT to meet the
300% jump in inspection requirements and freeing its lab technicians to focus on other work.

It s̓ worth noting that the gripper SCHOTT selected came with both force/torque sensors and optical sensors
located in its fingertips. The sensors feed process data back to the robot arm, which can adjust its course as
required in real-time, enabling the gripper to precisely control the forces applied. It also provides the sensitivity
required to load the spectrometer with millimeter precision. In addition, the gripper s̓ fingertips are
customizable; SCHOTT coated them with foam to ensure it gripped the glass samples perfectly every time.

Not every collaborative gripper comes with that level of intelligence or customization, so make sure to do your
due diligence when researching your gripper options. Ensure compatibility with your existing automation to
reduce deployment times. And make sure to explore the support and training o�erings that come with your
gripper.

Does the camera manufacturer show you how to deploy the gripper on specific applications? Is the gripper
su�iciently easy to use that we could deploy it using in-house engineers or technicians? Do you need a
background in robotics to program the gripper e�ectively?

Remember to consider the payloads involved in your application. Every gripper has its payload limit, so ensure
that the collaborative gripper you choose is a good match for the items being handled. Finding the right gripper
also means looking at the materials you are handling – lightweight suction grippers, for example, are well
suited to handling so� items such as food packages. Meanwhile, magnetic grippers are well suited to handling
metal sheets.

Ease of use is one of the main attractions of collaborative automation. You may be tempted to use old-
fashioned pneumatic and hydraulic grippers but remember that there are electric vacuum grippers available
today that provide improved functionality on their traditional pneumatic and hydraulic counterparts – and
without all the extra hassle of managing hydraulic lines and air supplies.

All Images Source: OnRobot

Kristian Hulgard, general manager - Americas at OnRobot.
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TRENDSVISION  &  SENSORS

AS BUSINESS NEEDS GROW AND TRANSFORM OVER TIME, SUPPLIERS CONTINUE
PUSHING MACHINE VISION TECHNOLOGY FORWARD. By Alex Shikany

With the ability to automate processes and improve productivity across disparate industries, machine vision
has never been more important. Both in and beyond the factory floor, customer needs continue to expand and
evolve, but suppliers have risen to the challenge by expanding the capabilities of machine vision technology in
lockstep.

The following provides a look into some of the latest trends in machine vision, in terms of both technologies
and applications. This includes the growing importance of deep learning, increased automation in logistics
and warehousing, and advances in robotic pick-and-place technologies.

Transformative Technologies
Over the past few years, the increasing need for automation has been highlighted by COVID-19 disruptions,
labor shortages, supply chain issues, rising inflation, and political tensions. In many cases, these businesses
didnʼt or still donʼt have the necessary manpower to run the business. Luckily, machine vision systems
represent a way for companies of all types to keep the lights on, while also increasing e�iciency and driving
revenue.

By way of example, in 2021 — in the face of an uncertain economy — the North American machine vision
market reached a record high of $3.02 billion in orders, eclipsing the previous record of $2.87 billion in 2018.
Orders in cameras, lighting, optics, imaging boards, and so�ware grew across the board, as did application-
specific machine vision systems and smart cameras.

As part of its Big Ideas 2022 research report, ARK Investment Management identified 14 transformative
technologies that could potentially change the way the world works. In this year s̓ report, the 14 technologies
were as follows: robotics, AI, autonomous mobility, Internet of Things, blockchain, cloud computing, mobile
connected devices, 3D printing, battery technology, reusable rockets, gene sequencing, gene editing, living
therapies, and digital wallets.

Many of these technologies can be seen on exhibit floors at trade shows like Automate and The Vision Show.
ARK forecasts that the total enterprise value of these technologies will grow from $14 trillion in 2020 to $210
trillion in 2030. One major example of several of these technologies coming together — including the Internet
of Things, robotics, AI, autonomous mobility, and cloud computing — is in the logistics and warehousing space.

Toward Full Warehouse Automation
When it comes to a convergence of the latest machine vision developments, perhaps no better example exists
than logistics and warehousing. The modern-day warehouse likely features several di�erent types of machine
vision and automation technologies, including robots, automated guided vehicles (AGVs), autonomous mobile
robots (AMRs), 2D and 3D vision, deep learning, and advanced LED lighting.

A fully automated warehouse, for instance, can deploy a mix of di�erent technologies that carry out all
operations, from receiving goods to fulfilling orders. A�er an online order is placed, for instance, so�ware
directs a mobile robot to autonomously retrieve a bin or tote from its storage location and bring it either to a
human employee or a vision-guided robot (VGR) for order fulfillment. In the latter scenario, the VGR uses vision
to pick the item from the bin and place it in the appropriate container. At a minimum, such a setup involves
AMRs with safety sensors and 3D vision and a piece-picking robot that uses 3D vision.

One common challenge in logistics involves detecting and sorting packages ranging in size from small
envelopes to 1 m boxes. Companies such as Amazon and Walmart use portal systems in automated warehouses
where goods travel from the receiving area on a conveyor for order fulfillment. The variation in package size on
the conveyor, however, presents issues because the portal is located at a fixed distance and height from the
line. Lighting and focus settings for a large box or a small flat pack will vary greatly, but suppliers have pushed
the technology forward by o�ering tunable field of view lights that dynamically adjust the projection distance
and can turn on in less than 500 ns — while boxes move at fast rates — to address depth of focus for the
camera and bring the application to life.

Diverse 3D Imaging Developments  
Robotic pick-and-place technology has made
significant strides over the past few years that have
benefitted applications beyond logistics and
warehousing. Many companies across various
manufacturing sectors deploy VGRs for picking
objects from one location and precisely placing them
elsewhere. In addition, picking randomly oriented
items from a bin (known as “bin picking”) is an
application that has also reliably served many
companies for years.

Certain bin picking challenges have emerged over the
years, however, as customer needs grow. For
instance, if parts are loose, randomly piled,
cluttered, stacked, or mixed, it can be di�icult for the
system to di�erentiate between the parts much less
pick them up. In addition, the demand for quality
and speed have increased. Again, however, machine
vision suppliers have responded by advancing the
capabilities of several key technologies, including 3D
imaging.

First and foremost, 3D imaging represents one of the fast-growing technologies in machine vision, with today s̓
solutions more compact and a�ordable than ever before. The 3D cameras available today deliver lower noise,
higher resolution, higher accuracy, and higher speeds than their predecessors. In addition, more types of 3D
imaging solutions exist than ever before. This includes stereo vision, time-of-flight, laser line scanning, and
structured light.

One recent trend in bin picking and piece picking involves 3D imaging systems combining with deep
learning/machine learning so�ware to solve unique challenges such as picking from vast numbers of SKUs,
picking randomly oriented or irregularly shaped objects, or picking objects the system hasnʼt seen before.
These items could be small consumer goods, food products, medical products, or any range of di�erent parts.
Some suppliers in the machine vision space already o�er fully integrated pick-and-place and bin picking
systems that utilize deep learning and feature robots, 3D vision, and AI technology built into the system and
ready for immediate deployment.

Deep Learning Settles In  
Deep learning has become increasingly popular in automated inspection applications in the manufacturing
space as well. For years, deep learning has been something of an enigma in this space. In addition to being
initially overhyped — possibly as a replacement for traditional machine vision approaches — deep learning may
have been intimidating due to it being a ʻblack box,̓  where it s̓ di�icult to understand at first glance the inner
workings of the individual convolutional neural nets.

As deep learning so�ware has become more mature and available on the market, and as the understanding of
how deep learning works continues to grow, manufacturers have found applications for which the technology
is a good fit. When training data, proper image labeling, ample resources, and a consensus on defining defects
are required, deep learning can add tremendous value for manufacturers looking to perform tasks such as
semiconductor and electronics inspection, packaging, and automotive manufacturing, to name a few.

Advancing, Ad In�nitum
Automation in general is being deployed at record rates because it is helping companies of all sizes, in all
industries, be more productive and globally competitive. The technologies outlined here represent just a
handful of recent advances and trends that have helped companies innovate and drive revenue. Traditional
machine vision technologies including rules-based algorithms, 2D cameras, and barcode readers continue to
reliably serve companies of all types, all over the globe, at ever-increasing rates.

As always, machine vision suppliers continue to meet the evolving needs of end users and customers, and the
overall automation space benefits — finding new ways to increase productivity and e�iciency, protect against
current and future disruptions, and ultimately drive revenue.

All Images Source: A3

 Alex Shikany, vice president – membership & business intelligence, A3. For more information, call (734) 929-
3274, email ashikany@a3automate.org or visit www.automate.org.
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MACHINE VISION 101VISION  &  SENSORS

WHEN CONSIDERING ILLUMINATION, THE OBJECT OR FIELD TO BE IMAGED IS
REALLY WHAT MATTERS. By Florian Gollier

Machine Vision Lighting

As the field of machine vision grows, it becomes increasingly important to understand what makes a machine
vision system work well. The point of a machine vision system is to provide an image that makes it easy for a
so�ware package to do what needs to be done with said image. As such, it is important to have all of the parts
of the machine vision system work in congruence. One of the most notable, and yet most o�en forgotten,
parts of an imaging system is the lighting, or illumination. The camera and lens play an important part in the
imaging system but these are more akin to the foundations of a building. In order to create a building worth
mentioning, one needs to build on top of the foundations, this being illumination in an imaging system. Not
unlike in construction, illumination is o�en what takes the most time when considering an imaging
application. This is because lighting is so application specific. Specific camera and lens combinations can
sometimes be used for di�erent applications but very rarely does illumination geometry not vary between
di�erent applications.

When considering illumination, the object or field to be imaged is really what matters. There are so many
di�erent considerations but the important ones are as follows: transmissivity and surface texture.
Transmissivity can be broken down into whether an object transmits light, absorbs light, or reflects light.
Reflectivity can then can be broken down according to surface texture into specular reflections, or more
mirror-like reflections, and di�use reflection, or reflection more similar to how a piece of paper reflects.
Knowing these properties makes it very simple to choose an illumination system that will maximize the
e�iciency of the imaging system.  

Types Of Illumination
O�entimes, lighting is referred to as “illumination geometry” as the placement of the illumination in the
system plays a key role in how it works with the object being imaged as well as the imaging system, this being
the lens and camera. There are three major geometries: lighting from the back, lighting from the front, and
lighting from the side. Each of these present their own benefits and di�iculties.

Lighting From The Back
Lighting an object from behind is a great idea both when the object is transparent as well as when the object is
opaque, albeit for di�erent applications. Opaque objects with a backlight can be measured with incredibly
accuracy. The light from the backlight hits the opaque object and does not reach the lens, which will show an
obscuration where the object is, and a bright field on the outside of the object (Figure 1).

This contrast between the object and the background allows for accurate measurement of dimensions.

For transparent objects, a backlight can allow for sorting of colors. Transmissive objects will transmit di�erent
wavelengths depending on their color, which allows for color detection in transparent colored objects.

Figure 2. Diffuse backlight hitting an opaque objectFigure 1. Backlight illumination with a dark silhouette and
bright field outside of the silhouette

It is important to note that there are many di�erent types of backlights. Backlights can be di�use, collimated,
or telecentric. A di�use backlight sends out di�use light through the use of a di�user. This will create more
even lighting but will create di�iculties when needing sharp edge finding, as the rays coming from sharp angles
will bounce o� the edge resulting in a loss of contrast on the edges. However, for targets and test patterns, this
technique tends to be ideal as it provides a very even illumination with which to assess imaging system
performance very accurately (Figure 2).

This contrast loss can be eliminated when specifically using telecentric lenses with telecentric backlighting.
This backlighting revolves around similar concepts as telecentric lenses as the chief rays exiting the illuminator
will be parallel to the optical axis. Telecentricity revolves around this idea of parallel chief rays to the optical
axis. This removes parallax errors and creates lenses with a specific magnification that makes measurements
very accurate and repeatable. When coupled with the appropriate telecentric lens, telecentric illuminators
allow for the majority of the light to reach the sensor when aligned properly. This also allows for high contrast
edges as any parallel rays hitting an edge will not reach the lens resulting in a purely dark obscuration whereas
any ray not hitting an object on its way to the lens will travel through to the sensor (Figure 3). This makes
telecentric illumination ideal for dimension measurement for opaque objects.

Figure 3. Telecentric illumination with parallel rays getting obscured by an opaque object

These illuminators, however, do tend to be fairly expensive, need to be aligned accurately, and tend to take up
a lot of room.

There does exist a balance between a di�use and telecentric backlight illuminator, which comes in the form of
a collimated backlight. These tend to have shallower chief ray angles than di�use lights but will not have the
parallel chief rays of the telecentric illuminator. Depending on the illuminator, this angle varies but tends to be
around 10 degrees in divergence. These illuminators are much cheaper and compact than telecentric
illuminators, work for fixed focal length lenses, and are much easier to set up.

Though backlighting works well for a lot of applications, it should be noted that for opaque objects, a
backlight will not illuminate the surface facing the imaging system (Figure 4). For transparent objects, one is
usually looking for defects or obscurations but the surface is still never really in clear focus.

Figure 5. Setup for diffuse
axial illumination

Figure 4. Backlight through
transparent object

Lighting From The Front
To view the surface of an object, coaxial lights are o�en used. These illuminators tend to coincide with the view
of the imaging system. However, because the imaging system still needs to see the object, for the light to
coincide with the optical axis, it needs to be out of the way of the field of view of the camera. This is done by
using a ring light, or a light with a hole in the middle, or with beamsplitters.

A ring light is fairly simple as it is, as its name suggests, a ring of lights with a hole in the middle for the lens to
look through. These are great for uniform, on-axis illumination but will only work for certain working
distances and will create a circular glare on reflective surfaces.

To remove this circular glare pattern on reflective surfaces, on-axis di�use light can be very e�ective. These
lights use a beamsplitter to redirect a di�use light source into the optical path (Figure 5).

These systems provide very even illumination with little glare and shadowing, which makes them great for
inspection of shiny objects. They are, however, fairly large due to the presence of the beamsplitter and tend to
be di�icult to mount. The throughput tends to also be low as the light coming into the lens has travelled
through a beamsplitter twice, a process which each time reduces the light in half.

The last common coaxial light source is in-line illumination. This illumination geometry also utilizes a
beamsplitter but does so inside of the lens. The beamsplitter is introduced into the path of the optics and the
light is folded into the optical path inside of the lens (Figure 6).

Figure 6. In-line illumination

When looking at in-line illumination, it is important to understand the concept of specular versus di�use
reflection. Specular reflection is similar to the way a mirror reflects. A single ray will reflect into another ray
with very similar intensity at an angle which is proportionate to the angle it came into the mirror.

Di�use reflection breaks up the incoming ray into a multitude of smaller intensity, di�erent angled rays. This is
similar to the way a piece of paper reflects.

In-line illumination works specifically great for specular or semi-specular surfaces as the incoming rays are
parallel to the optical axis and a specular surface will simply reflect these right back into the lens. This provides
great detail in the image. In-line illumination is also great for saving space, as the light is folded right into the
lensʼ path. These systems, however, do su�er from some stray light if not correctly designed and also reduce
light throughput due to the use of a beamsplitter.

Lighting From The Side
The last lighting geometry is darkfield illumination, in which light
shines through the sides of an object and reflects into the lens
(Figure 7).

In this technique, the object is essentially dark with defects or
features appearing brighter as light is reflected o� these features
into the lens. Darkfield illumination is ideal for defect detection on
the surface or in the interior of transparent objects. A lot of
darkfield applications revolve around glass and plastic defect
detection. Darkfield illumination does not work, however, for
opaque objects and tends to have poor edge contrast when trying
to find edges. Figure 7. Darkfield illumination

It is clear from the above information that no illumination method or geometry can satisfy all applications and
picking the correct one is key in producing the most optimal image for a machine vision system. Speak to your
optics and illumination suppliers to ensure that all components of your machine vision system complement
each other and allow you to meet your application requirements.

Opening Video Source: grdenis / Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Remaining Images Source: Edmund Optics

Florian Gollier is an optical engineer at Edmund Optics. For more information, email
fgollier@edmundoptics.com.
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Accurate Technology (ProScale)

270 Rutledge Rd., Unit E
 Fletcher, NC 28732-9399
 (828) 654-7920

 sales@proscale.com 
 www.proscale.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Gage manufacturer for length, width, thickness measurement of big products. Since 1989, we have made

simple encoder and complete turnkey solutions for measuring tubes, extrusions, shafts, sheets, panel

goods, wire assemblies, tiles, and much more. Ranges up to 30 feet, accuracy to +/-.002 inches. We also

manufacture linear encoders for thousands of applications. Proudly Made in USA

 

**Product Categories**

INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

Readout Devices, Digital

Sensors

Sensors, Capacitive

Sensors, Inductive

Video Inspection Systems

 

MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

Automatic Gaging & Sorting Systems

Dimensional Measurement Equipment

Encoders

Gages

Gages, Electronic

Gages, Handheld, Dimensional, Fixed & Variable

Gages, Height

Gages, Length of Travel

Measuring Machines

Noncontact Measurement Equipment

Readout Devices, Digital

Stages, Coordinate Measuring Equipment

Turnkey Gaging Systems

 

TESTING EQUIPMENT

Transducers

Transducers, Linear Displacement

 

Click Here
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Arcadia Aerospace Industries

28000 Airport Rd., A-11 27256 Mooney Ave., Bldg. 110 
 Punta Gorda, FL 33982 

(800) 370-2821 
 info@arcadiaaerospace.com 

 https://www.arcadiaaerospace.com
 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

AAI utilizes proprietary technology and extensive aerospace expertise to provide industry leaders with

cost and rate sensitive solutions to advanced metal and composite material challenges in inspection,

engineering, measurement and special process manufacturing.

**Product Categories**

Calibration Services, Materials Test Equipment

Immersion Tanks

Materials Testing Services / Labs

NDT Lab Services

NDT Scanners

Phased Array Ultrasonic Imaging

Robotic Inspection Systems

Ultrasonic Test Equipment, Inspection System
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DWFritz Metrology

9600 S.W. Boeckman Rd.
 Wilsonville, OR 97070

(810) 348-5485
 zerotouch@dwfritz.com

 https://www.dwfritz.com

 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

At DWFritz (a Sandvik company), we manufacture ZeroTouch®, a family of non-contact, high-speed

inspection products. These products have been manufactured for in-line or near-line measurement

processes for multiple industries, including automotive, aerospace, orthopedic, and a wide variety of

other industries. The level of precision and reduced inspection cycle times has produced a signi�cant

value for our customers.

 

**Product Categories**

INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

Gear Inspection System

 

MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

Dimensional Measurement Equipment

Gear Measurement Equipment

MultiSensor Measuring Machines

Noncontact Measurement Equipment

Optical Measurement Equipment
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Geoform Inc.

16832 Gramercy Pl. 
 Gardena, CA 90247 
 (424) 292-3407 

 info@geoform.com 
 https://www.geoform.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

In business since 1986, specializing in dimensional inspection / �rst article inspection, reverse

engineering, and 3-D scanning. Our clients range from small job shops and manufacturers to leading

�rms in commercial, industrial, defense, automotive, medical, and aerospace markets. ISO 9001

registered, AS9100 certi�ed, ISO 17025 & NADCAP M&I accredited.

 

**Product Categories**

CALIBRATION SERVICES

CMM First Article Inspection Calibration

Form/Shape/Surface/Contour Calibration

 

MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, Gage R&R

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, PPAP

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, SPC

Laboratories

Management Service Certi�cation

 

TESTING / INSPECTION / MEASUREMENT SERVICES

3-D Measurement Services

CMM Inspection Services

Coordinate Measuring, Inspection Services

Dimensional Inspection Services

First Article Inspection Services

Form & Roundness Testing Services

ID/OD Measurement Services

Laser Inspection Services

Metrology Services

Noncontact Inspection Services

Part & Tool Inspection Services

Reverse Engineering Services
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InnovMetric

2014 Cyrille-Duquet, Ste. 310
 Quebec, QC G1N 4N6

 (418) 688-2061
 support@innovmetric.com

 https://www.innovmetric.com

 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

InnovMetric is the pioneer of point cloud-based inspection and invented the concept of a universal 3D

metrology software platform. Delivering the highest quality of products and services is our main focus to

help you achieve your business objectives. We contribute to the success of the industrial manufacturing

companies worldwide.

 

**Product Categories**

SOFTWARE

CAD/CAM

CMM Programming/Simulation

DMIS/Computer & CAD Based Inspection

Data Collection & Mining

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T)
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Ledford Gage Lab Inc. sells and calibrates precision tools and measurement equipment. One of the

country's largest independent dimensional calibration labs, we can provide accredited, long form NIST

traceable calibration reports for precision tools, gage blocks, thread and cylindrical gages, torque and

force equipment.

 

**Product Categories**

CALIBRATION SERVICES

Calibration Labs

Dead Weight Tester Calibration

Dimensional Measurement Equipment Calibration

Durometer Calibration

Force Calibration

Gage Block Calibration

Hand Gage Calibration

Hardness Tester Calibration

Surface Plate Calibration

Torque Calibration

 

TESTING / INSPECTION / MEASUREMENT SERVICES

Dimensional Inspection Services

Mechanical Testing Services

Metrology Services

Repair Services

Thread Inspection Services

 

Click Here

BACK
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

LK Metrology Inc.

29550 W.K. Smith Dr., Unit B
 New Hudson, MI 48165

 United States
 Phone: (810) 263-6100

Fax: (810) 263-6101
 sales.us@lkmetrology.com  

www.lkmetrology.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

LK Metrology is a global manufacturer of dimensional metrology solutions. These include coordinate

measuring machines, multi-sensor systems, laser scanners, portable arms and software for varying needs

of manufacturers, both today and in the future.

 

**Product Categories**

MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM)

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), CNC/DNC

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Calibration Services

 

CALIBRATION SERVICES

CMM Calibration

 

TESTING / INSPECTION / MEASUREMENT SERVICES

CMM Inspection Services

 

SOFTWARE

DMIS/Computer & CAD Based Inspection

 

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

Mark-10 Corp.

11 Dixon Ave.
 Copiague, NY 11726

(631) 842-9200
 info@mark-10.com

 www.mark-10.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Mark-10 engineers and manufactures force and torque measuring gauges, systems, and accessories.

From peel testing to tensile testing, from spring testing to weld strength testing, we help Quality Control

and R&D professionals around the globe assess and ensure product quality. Our products are made in

the USA, and are covered by a 3-year warranty with free lifetime support.

 

**Product Categories**

MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

Calibration Equipment

Calibration Equipment, Force

Dynamometers

Gages

Gages, Force

Gages, Strain

Indicators

Indicators, Torque

Load Cells

Meters, Tension

 

TESTING EQUIPMENT

Adhesion & Bond Strength Testers

Bond Testers

Compression Testers

Creep Testers

Flexure Testers

Friction Testers

Materials Test Equipment

Nondestructive Test (NDT) Equipment

Plastics Test Equipment

Shear Testers

Spring Testers

Stands, Test

Stiffness Testers

Tear Testers

Tensile Testers

Torque Calibration Equipment

Torque Measuring Equipment

Torque Tools

Torsion Testers

Transducers

Transducers, Torque

Universal Testing Machines

Wire Crimp Pull Tester

 

CALIBRATION SERVICES

Calibration Labs

Gage Repair

 

TESTING / INSPECTION / MEASUREMENT SERVICES

Repair Services

 

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

  MARPOSS

3300 Cross Creek Pkwy.
 Auburn Hills, MI 48326

 (248) 364-4252
 marposs@us.marposs.com 

 www.marposs.com

 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Marposs, founded in 1952, has distinguished itself by supplying advanced solutions that improve quality

and productivity while reducing manufacturing costs through technologies such as process control,

machine tool monitoring and precision gauging, as well as leak testing and automated assembly and

control lines. A long-time key supplier to the automotive and aerospace markets, Marposs’ growth

strategy includes the acquisition of high-quality companies that offer innovative products

complementary to its portfolio, enabling penetration into new market sectors. The Group currently has

over 3700 employees worldwide and is present in 25 countries through more than 80 of�ces.

 

**Product Categories**

INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

Gear Inspection System

Readout Devices, Digital

 

MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

Analog Indicators

Automatic Gaging & Sorting Systems

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM)

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Probes & Styli

Cylindricity Measurement Equipment

Data Collection Equipment

Detectors, Broken Tool

Dimensional Measurement Equipment

Dosimeters

Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Prevention Devices & Equipment

Fixtures, Gaging

Gage Masters

Gages

Gages, Air ID Measurement

Gages, Air OD Measurement

Gages, Angle Measurement

Gages, Automatic Size Control

Gages, Bore

Gages, Chamfer

Gages, Depth

Gages, Dial Indicator

Gages, Dial Indicator Snap

Gages, Electronic

Gages, Electronic Column

Gages, Electronic ID Measurement

Gages, Electronic OD Measurement

Gages, Electronic Snap

Gages, Fixed Limit (Go/No-Go)

Gages, Fixed Limit Plug

Gages, Fixed Limit Ring

Gages, Fixed Limit Thread

Gages, Fixture & Special Tooling

Gages, Flatness

Gages, Flush

Gages, Gear

Gages, Geometry

Gages, Handheld, Dimensional, Fixed & Variable

Gages, Height

Gages, In-Process

Gages, Laser

Gages, Laser Pro�ling

Gages, Plug & Ring, Cylindrical

Gages, Plug & Ring, Thread

Gages, Spline

Gages, Thickness, Electronic

Gages, Thickness, Noncontact

Gages, Thread, Indicating

Gear Measurement Equipment

Geometry Measurement Equipment

Indicators

Indicators, Dial, Contact Points

Indicators, Mechanical Dial & Electronic

Laser Measurement Systems

Laser-Based Measurement Equipment

Micrometers

MultiSensor Measuring Machines

Noncontact Measurement Equipment

Optical Measurement Equipment

Optical Scanners

Probes

Probes, Touch-Trigger

Probes, Ultrasonic

Process Control Equipment

Readout Devices, Analog

Readout Devices, Digital

Roundness/Cylindricity Measurement Equipment

Scanners

Scanners, Laser Scanners

Surface Analysis Equipment

Surface Measurement Equipment

Surface Contour & Pro�le

Surface Finish & Texture

Surface Waviness

Turnkey Gaging Systems

 

TESTING EQUIPMENT

Eddy Current Test Systems & Equipment

Electronic Test Instruments

Leak Detection Equipment

Nondestructive Test (NDT) Equipment

Thermal Analysis Systems

Transducers

Transducers, Linear Displacement

 

SOFTWARE

CMM Programming/Simulation

Gage Calibration/Management

Gage R&R

Gage Repeatability

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T)

SPC/SQC & Statistical Analysis
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

North Star Imaging

19875 S. Diamond Lake Rd. 
 Rogers, MN 55374 

 (800) 635-8392 
 sales@4nsi.com 
 https://www.4nsi.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

North Star Imaging, an ITW company, manufactures and sells state-of-the-art industrial X-ray Imaging

DR & CT equipment and develops software applications for its systems. Other services include as-

needed Inspection Service, Technical Service and NDT training.  

**Product Categories**

3-D Imaging

Computed Tomographic Systems

Materials Analysis Equipment

Materials Testing Services / Labs

NDT Certi�cation

NDT Equipment Repair

NDT Lab Services

NDT Labs

NDT Scanners

NDT Training

Radiographic Test Systems

Robotic Inspection Systems

Training, Radiography

X-Ray Machine

X-Ray, Digital

X-Ray, Inspection Services

X-Ray, Inspection Systems

X-Ray, Tomography

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

Q-PLUS Labs

13765-E Alton Pkwy. 
 Irvine, CA 92618 

 (949) 380-7758 
 qplus@qpluslabs.com 

 https://www.qpluslabs.com 
 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Premier full-service precision dimensional measurement and inspection laboratory providing a wide

array of quality measurement services, products, and solutions. Dimensional inspection, �rst articles,

reverse engineering, 3D scanning & analysis, pro�lometry. Products include a full line of measuring

instruments and systems. ISO 9001 registered, AS9100 & ISO 13485 certi�ed, & ISO 17025 accredited.

 

**Product Categories**

INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

Borescopes

Borescopes, Video

Gear Inspection System

Machine Vision Equipment

Microscopes

Microscopes, General Purpose

Optical Comparator Charts

Optical Comparators

Optical Comparators, Accessories

Sensors

Sensors, Optical

Video Inspection Systems

Videoscopes

Vision Inspection Systems

Vision Inspection, Components/Peripherals

X-ray Machines

 

MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

Analog Indicators

Automatic Gaging & Sorting Systems

CNC Controls & Digital Readouts

Calibration Equipment

Calibration Equipment, Mechanical

Calipers

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM)

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), CNC/DNC

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Calibration Services

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Cylindrical

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Manual

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Portable

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Probes & Styli

Cylindricity Measurement Equipment

Dimensional Measurement Equipment

Fixtures, CMM

Fixtures, Gaging

Gage Blocks

Gage Masters

Gage Stands

Gages

Gages, Angle Measurement

Gages, Bore

Gages, Chamfer

Gages, Depth

Gages, Dial Indicator

Gages, Electronic Column

Gages, Fixed Limit (Go/No-Go)

Gages, Fixture & Special Tooling

Gages, Flush

Gages, Force

Gages, Gap

Gages, Gear

Gages, Geometry

Gages, Handheld, Dimensional, Fixed & Variable

Gages, Height

Gages, In-Process

Gages, Laser

Gages, Laser Pro�ling

Gages, Pin

Gages, Plug & Ring, Cylindrical

Gages, Plug & Ring, Thread

Gages, Thickness, Coatings - Contact

Gages, Thickness, Electronic

Gages, Thickness, Laser

Gages, Thickness, Noncontact

Gages, Thread

Gaging Accessories

Gear Measurement Equipment

Geometry Measurement Equipment

Indicators

Indicators, Mechanical Dial & Electronic

Laser Measurement Systems

Laser-Based Measurement Equipment

Load Cells

Measuring Machines

Micrometers

Micrometers, Bench

Micrometers, Thread

Microscopes, Measuring

MultiSensor Measuring Machines

Noncontact Measurement Equipment

Optical Measurement Equipment

Optical Scanners

Plates, Surface

Probes

Probes, CMM

Probes, Touch-Trigger

Roundness/Cylindricity Measurement Equipment

Scanners

Scanners, 3D Scanning Equipment

Scanners, Laser Scanners

Scanners, White Light Scanners

Stages, Coordinate Measuring Equipment

Surface Analysis Equipment

Surface Finish Equipment, Averaging

Surface Finish Equipment, Pro�ling

Surface Measurement Equipment

Surface Contour & Pro�le

Surface Finish & Texture

Surface Waviness

Tapes / Rules, Measuring

Thin Film Measurement Equipment

Turnkey Gaging Systems

V-Blocks, Straight Edge

Video Accessories

Video Machines & Systems

 

TESTING EQUIPMENT

Adhesion & Bond Strength Testers

Compression Testers

Flatness Testers

Flexure Testers

Hardness Testers

Spring Testers

Stands, Indicator

Stiffness Testers

Tear Testers

Tensile Testers

Thickness Testers

Thickness Testers, Coating

Thickness Testers, Ultrasonic

Universal Testing Machines

 

CALIBRATION SERVICES

CMM Calibration

CMM First Article Inspection Calibration

Calibration Labs

Dimensional Measurement Equipment Calibration

Force Calibration

Form/Shape/Surface/Contour Calibration

Hard Gage Calibration

Optical Equipment Calibration

Other Calibration Services

Surface Plate Calibration

 

MANAGEMENT SERVICES

AS-9100, Consulting

AS-9100, Training

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, Gage R&R

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, PPAP

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, SPC

ISO 13485, Consulting

ISO 13485, Training

ISO 9001: 2015, Consulting

ISO 9001: 2015, Training

Laboratories

Management Service Consultants

Other Management Services

Problem Solving

Process Control

Quality Management Services

Statistical Process Control

Strategic Quality Planning

Training & Consulting Services

Training, Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing

Training, Metrology

Training, Quality

 

TESTING / INSPECTION / MEASUREMENT SERVICES

3-D Measurement Services

CMM Inspection Services

CT Scanning Services

Coordinate Measuring, Inspection Services

Dimensional Inspection Services

Failure Analysis Services

First Article Inspection Services

Form & Roundness Testing Services

Gear Inspection Services

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing Services

ID/OD Measurement Services

Laser Inspection Services

Mechanical Testing Services

Metrology Services

Noncontact Inspection Services

Other Testing, Inspection, Measurement Services

Part & Tool Inspection Services

Reverse Engineering Services

Spring Testing Services

Surface Finish Analysis Services

Thread Inspection Services

Vision System Integrators Services

 

SOFTWARE

Analysis/DOE

CAD/CAM

CMM Programming/Simulation

Contour Analysis

DMIS/Computer & CAD Based Inspection

Gage R&R

Gage Repeatability

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T)

Graphics

Other Software Applications

Process Control

Shape Metrology

Training

 

VISION & SENSORS

Consulting Services

Sensors

Software

Vision Systems
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

QT9 Software

2731 Beverly Dr.
 Aurora, IL 60502

(630) 892-5022
 sales@qt9software.com

 https://qt9software.com

 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

QT9 Quality Management Software is a user-friendly, cloud-based QMS that handles ISO 13485, 21

CFR Part 11, ISO 9001, AS9100, ISO 17025, and 21 CFR Part 820/210/211 FDA requirements. QT9

QMS eliminates all of the Excel and general paper pushing/manual work and automates your QMS with

interlinked modules.

 

**Product Categories**

SOFTWARE

APQP/PPAP

Corrective Action

Corrective Action Tracking Systems

Document Control

ERP

Failure Mode & Effects Analysis (FMEA)

Gage Calibration/Management

IATF 16949

ISO 13485

ISO 17025

ISO 9001:2015

Quality Alert Noti�cation

Total Quality Management

Training
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

SigmaXL Inc.

305 King St. W., Ste. 503 
 Kitchener, ON N2G 1B9 

(888) 744-6295 
 sales@sigmaxl.com 

 https://www.sigmaxl.com 
 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Established in 1998, SigmaXL Inc. is a leading provider of user friendly Excel Add-ins for Lean Six Sigma

graphical and statistical tools and Monte Carlo simulation. SigmaXL has over 100,000 users in more than

180 countries. Customers include market leaders like DHL, FedEx, Hanes, Motorola, NASA, Shell,

Sonoco, Southwest Airlines and Tyson Foods. SigmaXL software is also used by numerous colleges,

universities, and government agencies.

 

**Product Categories**

SOFTWARE

Analysis/DOE

CMM Programming/Simulation

Failure Mode & Effects Analysis (FMEA)

Gage R&R

Gage Repeatability

Graphics

Other Software Applications

Process Control

Quality Function Development (QFD)

Regression Analysis

SPC/SQC & Statistical Analysis

Six Sigma

Total Quality Management

Training
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

Webster Instrument Inc.

11856 Mississippi Ave.
 Los Angeles, CA 90025-6115

 (310) 479-6770
 www.websterinstrument.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Since 1932, Webster Instrument, Inc. has manufactured portable WEBSTER® Hardness Testers to

support a variety of quality control applications. We currently produce three models of our hardness

tester to accommodate different material types and sizes. Our extremely experienced staff has

specialized in the production, calibration, repair and support of our testers for over 89 years. All of our

products are manufactured and assembled in the U.S.A. from domestically sourced materials.

**Product Categories**

Hardness Testers

Click Here
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Buyers Guide Premium
Sponsorships

Western Gage Corp.

3316-A Maya Linda

Camarillo, CA 93012-8059
 (800) 423-5062

 sales@westerngage.com 
 www.westerngage.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Western Gage Corporation, Manufacture of Dimensional Air & Electronic Gages, Custom Gages and

Fixtures along with State of the Art Air Gage Readouts. Providing the industry with Custom Production

Gaging Solutions since 1968.

 

**Product Categories**

MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

Gage Masters

Gages

Gages, Air ID Measurement

Gages, Air OD Measurement

Gages, Air Snap

Gages, Angle Measurement

Gages, Fixed Limit (Go/No-Go)

Gages, Fixed Limit Plug

Gages, Fixed Limit Ring

Gages, Flatness

Gages, Plug & Ring, Cylindrical

 

CALIBRATION SERVICES

Gage Repair

 

TESTING / INSPECTION / MEASUREMENT SERVICES

Dimensional Inspection Services

ID/OD Measurement Services
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